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Caring for our bodies & minds is the key to aging well
When Canadians think of the
environment and nature, one name
is most associated with efforts to
appreciate, protect, and enhance
our most precious resources, that
of academic, writer/broadcaster,
author, and climate-change
activist David Suzuki.
Best-known as the host for the past
40 years of CBC Television’s The Nature of Things, Suzuki himself, now
83, was the focus of a recent show,
Aging Well Suzuki Style, which aired
Feb. 28 and may be viewed on CBC
Gem Streaming Service.
It is about his own aging process
and we follow the host as he undergoes tests and interviews experts on
ways to stay vigorous and healthy.
He is, of course, active intellectually
and physically and we see him in
action – even building a tree house
for his grandchildren.
We caught up with Dr. Suzuki
– his Ph.D. is in zoology and he’s
taught genetics at University of
British Columbia for almost 40
years – last month in Vancouver.
He had just come from a press
conference where he spoke out in
support of those opposed to the
Coastal GasLink pipeline project
that crosses the traditional territory
of the Wet’suwet’en First Nation
near Houston, B.C.
On this issue, and in discussions
on healthy aging, Suzuki speaks with
the wisdom of a scientist and scholar

Photo: Courtesy, The Nature of Things

Irwin Block

No drugs can replace exercise, says David Suzuki

for whom life in the ivory tower was
never sufficient. His commitment
to popular education has made him
a pioneer in developing a better
understanding of our changing
physical environment.
Suzuki has never been complacent,
and, he warns, urgent action is more
necessary than ever to safeguard
our environment.
“We can’t go on the way we’re going
– It’s not just about Indigenous
issues, it’s about the way that we’re
living on the planet. The government
is making promises but doing
nothing. It’s not just about blocking
pipelines, it’s about trying to live
traditionally on the land.”
The segment on aging was proposed
by his producers as a way to look
at the emerging science of healthful
aging.
For example, scientists have
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determined you can extend the life
of fruit flies by fifty-percent, but,
as Suzuki says, “Do we just want to
extend 50 more years of crappy
life? That’s just a misdirection of
our time.”
The aim is to age well, Suzuki
emphasizes, and the show’s narrative validates what many of us know:
For example, to reduce your risk of
Alzheimer’s, stroke, heart disease, or
diabetes, regular exercise is essential.
“We’ve evolved into a society in
which everything is made convenient, so you don’t have to move
anymore,” Suzuki says. “No drugs
or combination of drugs can reduce
your risk of these various diseases
like exercise, which reduces your
risk by 30 to 40 percent.”

Cretons, Pea soup, Maple syrup, Baked beans,
Sausages, Ham, Eggs cooked in maple syrup,
Bread pudding, sugar pie and more.
Line dancing. Taffy on the snow tasting. $49

Tulip Festival May 14

Johnny and June,
A Musical Tribute May 17

Avocat-Attorney

1 Westmount Square, Suite 711, Tower 1, Westmount, QC H3Z 2P9
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Sugaring Off Party April 2

Free time at Dow Lake to view over 300,000
tulips. Stop at Byward Market. Step on guide
a guided 2 hr-tour $45

Daniel
Romano

Walking is an effective form of
exercise, and the film explores
seniors who are taking up more
sophisticated forms of activity.
Seniors stay in shape by practicing
karate, dancing, long-distance
cycling, or learning new skills, such
as one man who takes up the saxophone in his 70s.
Brushing and flossing your teeth
can help sustain vibrancy and overall health, the show asserts. Apart
from maintaining dental hygiene,
brushing and flossing means less
harmful bacteria end up in your
gut, Suzuki notes.
As for his own health, Suzuki says
he’s in good shape but there are
emerging issues. In one segment he
learns he may soon need a hearing
aid – a reminder that seniors should
get examined for hearing loss.
“I ruined my hearing when I
worked in construction for eight
years – We never wore ear protectors
back then.”
“I have skeletal problems with arthritis, but it hasn’t slowed me down.”
In our interview, Suzuki says he
works out at the gym three to five
times a week. He uses a cross trainer,
to exercise arms and legs. “I try to
work out 30 to 40 minutes and burn
over 400 calories, and get my heart
rate up to 120 to 135. I also ride a
bike and lift mild weights.”

A recreation of Johnny Cash’s famous concert
at Folsom Prison, then traces his career and
his courtship of June Carter. The show features
classics such as Folsom Prison Blues, Cocaine
Blues, Jackson (for which the duo received a
Grammy in 1967), Green Green Grass of Home,

I Walk the Line, Ring of Fire and more. Ticket
for show at Hudson Village Theatre Lunch at
Mon Village Restaurant $99

Greece, Israel, Cyprus &
Turkey Cruise
Nov. 05 – Nov. 15, 2020

7 days onboard the Norwegian Spirit. Return
Flight with Air Canada. 2 nights in Athens with
Breakfast, all meals onboard, entertainment, all
taxes incl. Inside cabin $3345 double occ., Outside cabin $3735 double occ., Balcony cabin
$4040 double occ. Limited space, Book early.

t: 514-939-1200
www.kalmansamuels.com | info@kalmansamuels.com
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Don’t forget that eye exam
Continued from page 3

Still, he learns in the film that he has some belly
fat to get rid of, but is proud that he’s at his highschool weight of about 166 pounds. A segment on
diet with a nutritionist did not make the final cut,
but is included on the program’s website.
“It’s clear we have to stay away from sugar and
bread. We are eating too much salt, and we have
to stay much closer to a high-vegetable diet, and
fruit,” he noted.
“Life really becomes meaningful when you have
a role or purpose in society such as taking part in

a social club or dance club,” Suzuki says.
Participating in the life of grandchildren is
especially meaningful, as Suzuki has learned in
his relationship with his own grandchildren.
Suzuki says, “The biggest challenge for seniors
is to be involved in something that matters
to them. We’ve moved so far away from the
extended family. My wife’s Mum and Dad lived
with us for 35 years, and my own parents lived
less than a mile away, and so my children had
grandma and granddad from both sides of the
family all their lives.”
“We’ve become so mobile that we no longer live
near our grandparents. That’s a big challenge.”
In the film, a revealing segment examines his tears.
“There are living cells covering the eyeball, but they
have to be fed, which we do by our tears. I have the
tears of a young person, in terms of their makeup,
and when they looked at a 25-year old woman, hers
were the tears of a 40-something person.”
The scientist who did the analysis says it’s likely
due to excessive screen time.
“We’re looking at computer and television
screens more and more, and to feed your eye you
have to blink, and blink fully, and that coats the
eye with a tear. When you look at a screen, you
don’t blink as often, and when we do, we’re not
completely covering the eye with our blinks.”
Finally, being involved in an Internet community, such as Facebook, is no substitute for direct
human contact.
“A community is where you engage with human
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Testing Suzuki’s balance

beings, and you can watch their faces, and their
movements and see how they’re feeling.
“The computer alienates us further and further.
Yes, it makes more entertainment accessible. My
father, who was bed-ridden with cancer, would
have loved You Tube.
“But the technology is so pervasive, it’s replacing all of the ways in which we came into contact
with people. The computer itself is eliminating
the human interactions that are the most meaningful things in our lives.”
irblock@hotmail.com

Photos: Courtesy, The Nature of Things

“Life really becomes meaningful when you have a role or purpose”

Abandoned by her party, determined mayor seeks justice
Something rotten is going down in the administrative offices of Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame
de-Grâce – Montreal’s biggest borough – and
the conflict, between Mayor Sue Montgomery
and a top civil servant, is preventing communication and delaying long-overdue projects.
What began as an attempt by Montgomery,
elected borough mayor in 2017, to enlist the
office of the Comptroller General to improve
the working climate in her office, where she says
tension with senior staff was “present from the
get-go,” has mushroomed into a full-blown crisis.
(The Comptroller General’s mandate covers
ethical conduct in the city bureaucracy including
the application of employees’ Code of Conduct.)
Following its interviews with Borough staff, and
according to the conclusions of the Comptroller’s
report, read to Montgomery, it was determined
that her chief of staff had psychologically harassed
two borough civil servants and she was to no longer communicate with them. It also stated Montgomery was guilty of “willful blindness” with
regard to the working climate. Montgomery has
refused Mayor Valérie Plante’s demand in a private conversation that Montgomery fire her chief
of staff, saying her aide had been the victim of “a
kangaroo court.”
As a result, Plante ejected Montgomery from
the Projet Montréal caucus, removed her from
two city council commissions and sent the
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Sue Montgomery wants to move ahead with Cinema V site

harassment file submitted by the Comptroller
General to the Quebec Municipal Commission
for adjudication, claiming Montgomery had
refused to “fulfill her legal obligations as an
employer and her duty as a member of council.”
In sending the file to the commission, Montgomery’s lawyer says the Comptroller General
has overstepped his authority.
Meanwhile, a senior civil servant in the borough has reportedly refused to accept a severance
package and leave his job unless Montgomery

dismisses her chief of staff, but saying the process
was unfair, the mayor and her aide agree she will
continue working.
On the advice of Montgomery’s lawyer, her
chief of staff has resumed attending meetings
with civil servants, but according to Montgomery,
the borough’s top bureaucrats are refusing to
take part in meetings while she is there, even if
she does not address them.
As might be expected, all this is having an
effect on the functioning at the borough’s
Decarie Blvd. offices, but Montgomery says
borough work is continuing.
“I meet with the director general every week,
I say these are the files, where are we on this?
Then there is a follow-up email, which they are
not used to.
“It’s not running as it should, but it is functioning. The civil servants are working, I am making
sure of that, but it’s not rosy. They have a job to
do, I have a job to do, and we’re going to do it.”
An announcement is expected later this month
on the future of the borough owned Empress
Theatre building, latterly known as Cinema V.
Since it faces Girouard Park, such a plan would
correct a longstanding blight on the urban
landscape of Sherbrooke W. and inject new life
into the area.
In fact, it was during efforts by Montgomery
and the aide to get some basic facts on the
property that relations deteriorated.
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5

“After touring the building, I realized it could not be saved. I asked for
a professional audit of the building
and the senior bureaucrat told my
chief of staff we should have the result of the audit in August and that
there was a contract.
“It turned out there was no contract, and there was no audit. He
tried to blame an underling, and I
said, ‘No, it’s your responsibility’,”
Montgomery recalls. She says that as
a result she lost confidence in him.
There finally was an audit done,
which was received this fall.
Montgomery realized she needed
outside advice on how to deal with
a member of her senior staff who
should be a key player in running
the borough – In fact, if it were a
city, Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Damede-Grâce, with a population of
about 165,000, would be the seventh
biggest in Quebec, slightly smaller
than Sherbrooke (168,000).
In contrast, she credits her chief
of staff with bringing structure to
her office, working well with her in
daily conversations, providing briefing notes, and defining tasks for the
various members of her office.

Though only 27, she had amassed
valuable experience as a political
aide in Ottawa, having served as an
intern with then Liberal MP Marleen Jennings, and later in the offices
of Liberal cabinet ministers Marc
Garneau and Dr. Caroline Bennett.
Montgomery does not accept the
findings of the Comptroller General’s office, questions the legitimacy
of the process, and has been unable
to see the full report, ostensibly
because she is named in it. Her copy
was severely redacted.
“We need transparency? What if
the Comptroller General was wrong?
Who were the people doing this investigation? What is their training?
Why did they ask questions about
our feminism? What does that have
to do with anything?”
Montgomery says she was sent a
confidentiality form to sign after the
story about the alleged psychological
harassment was leaked. She refused
to sign it.
“It had spelling mistakes, grammar mistakes, they referred to my
chief of staff as the mayor. I am
supposed to believe these experts?
“All I ask is, ‘Show me the proof
that she humiliated people, berated

Discover our beautiful nature walks
to cremation and traditional cemetery plans. Ask us about memorial trees, rocks,
benches and more in our tranquil, woodland paradise.

Sunday is Consultation day at Rideau-Lakeview. Please call to book a
session with one of our team members, ask for your free planning guide.
Payment plans available. Call today to take the first step.
Rideau Memorial Gardens
& Funeral Home

Lakeview
Memorial Gardens

Armstrong-Rideau
Funeral Home

514-683-6700 • 24 hrs 514-685-3344
rideaumemorial.com

514-694-9294
lakeviewmemorial.ca

514-331-1104
funerairearmstrong.ca

Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Qc

Pointe-Claire, Qc

St. Laurent, Qc

people, or did so repeatedly, in a way
that fits the definition of harassment,
then yes, I will deal with it. But I am
not going to fire someone without a
warning, without a chance to change
– there is a gradation of sanctions
when it comes to psychological
harassment, and they have not followed their own policy.”
Strangely, no complaint of harassment was lodged independently by
any civil servant until Montgomery
asked the Comptroller General and
its Respect for the Person division to
look into the situation in her office
so it can function more effectively.
Responding to a subpoena delivered to her NDG home, Montgomery
met late last month with Quebec
Municipal Commission officials and
was scheduled for a second meeting,
but is barred from discussing how
they proceeded.
Meanwhile, lawyer Éric Oliver, a
municipal law specialist, has offered
to represent Montgomery and in a
letter to the private lawyer engaged
by the city has protested the failure
of the city to provide the full copy
of the report on alleged psychological harassment. It was so extensively
redacted that it was rendered “useless and unintelligible,” he wrote.
Oliver alleges the full report is
being kept under wraps because it
“in no way supports the firing” of
Montgomery’s chief of staff or “any
supposed conclusion of psychological harassment, when the facts are
analyzed objectively.”
While officials outlined its conclusion orally to Montgomery, Oliver
asks why they can’t be given to her
in writing.
Meanwhile, Oliver argues that

Photo: Barbara Moser

The facts do not support harassment complaint, says lawyer

“We need transparency.” — Mayor Sue

according to Montreal’s charter and
Quebec’s Tribunal administrative
du travail, the Comptroller General
cannot impose rulings on labour
relations matters in a borough, issue
directives to a borough mayor, and
complain to the Quebec Municipal
Commission, without a formal resolution by the city.
The lawyer’s letter refers to the current situation as “this crisis that has
negative repercussions on the internal functioning of the borough,” in
effect underlining the urgency that
the conflict there be resolved.
irblock@hotmail.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Reader challenges editorial on Canada’s Middle East role

Dear Editor,
I am very disappointed by your December
editorial about Israel: Our vote reflects support
for two-state solution.
Canada’s position that settlements in Judea and
Samaria are illegal is not a viewpoint shared by
many legal scholars. The so-called West Bank
was never part of any Palestinian state: Jordan
seized the area in the war of 1948. Israel acquired
those territories as a result of a defensive war
and international law is clear about the right of
a victor in such a situation to retain the captured
land.

In response to Pet Peeve
on plastic & Styrofoam
Dear Editor,
Your frustration with wrapping and containers
still used in grocery stores is much justified!
Unless grocery store managers take the
responsibility of insisting with their head offices
of the importance of making changes in
packaging, it is not going to happen. Perhaps our
mayor will bring in more laws about packaging.
I have talked to two Metro managers, who, in a
dismissive voice, informed me that they “cannot do
anything about Styrofoam and plastic packaging.”
So I decided I can. I carry plastic containers
and several small sacks for fruits and vegetables
that are available in bulk. However, I unpack the
mushroom packaging and put the mushrooms
into my plastic container after I pay for them and
leave the Styrofoam containers on the manager’s
desk. So far, I have not been refused entrance into
those stores.
In another store, I can take my plastic container
and they put cold cuts or meat or fish into the
container directly.
— Maria Ramsay, another frustrated
person with some hope

Bravo, Michael Carin

You say that Canada believes Israel has reacted
disproportionately to terrorist attacks. Israel has
every right to respond to terrorist incursions in
whatever manner protects their citizens, and in
terms of trying to minimize civilian casualties,
Israel is to be commended for going beyond
what other countries have done in similar
circumstances.
You claim that if Canada won a seat on the
Security Council, we would be well-positioned to
“encourage a compromise over the outstanding
issues.” How is Canada meant to achieve such
an ambitious goal when every other country that

has tried has failed miserably? Canada has no
meaningful profile in the Middle East and even
if that weren’t the case, you need two sides to
negotiate and Palestinians have shown no interest
in bargaining or compromise.
Your editorial suggests that if only Israel were to
leave the “occupied territories” and stop fighting
back when attacked, everyone in the region would
be linking hands and singing Kumbaya. This is
an analysis that ignores 75 years of Palestinian
hatred of Jews and intransigence and exaggerates
Canada’s international credibility and influence.
— Henry Roth, NDG

On Jerusalem, City of Extremes, Nov. 2019

Dear Editor,
I wish to express my extreme displeasure with
The Senior Times for publishing an article by
Barbara Moser under false pretences.
It is presented as a travelogue but is in reality nothing more than a propaganda piece with
a thinly disguised leftist political agenda. If you
want to discuss or comment on the complexities
of modern Israeli society, by all means do so, in
an up front manner, presenting more than just a
one-sided view, and offering a variety of informed
opinions, hopefully from some people who
actually live there.
— Judy Miller, Montreal

the Old City is because when I was 18 and first
entered Damascus Gate, I hoped there would one
day be peace and made friends with the shopkeepers. Later in my many visits I made friends
with their children and grandchildren and it was
a joy to talk to them in September and reminisce.
I dislike the polarization that ensues from labeling people right and left wing. When I was 18,
there were no such designations — only that the
Six Day War had caused the Arab population
to feel disenfranchised. We hoped then that in
our lifetime we would find a way to live together
in peace.
— Barbara Moser

Editor’s Note: Since I penned this article, I am
responding. There were no false pretenses. It was
never presented as a travelogue. If it had been, it
would have included where to stay, what to do,
and what to see, and what to eat in Jerusalem. My
intention was to write about my feelings being in
Jerusalem 50 years after I had first lived there in
1967. I can only present my view of what the city
is like, how I perceive it and how it has changed.
I lived in Jerusalem and have family there. I acknowledge their opinions as well although they
are not necessarily mine.
Yes, Jerusalem is a complex city as is all of
Israel, but even more so. Perhaps my comfort in

Jerusalem story was too negative
Dear Ms. Moser,
As a reader of The Senior Times, I have enjoyed your travel pieces. However your article
on Jerusalem in November, more of an opinion
piece, was very disappointing.
I have just returned from spending three
months in Jerusalem and not once did I see the
“extreme outfits such as those of Lev Tahor…
women covered in black.” Friends and family
members who live there haven’t seen them. What
a distortion and falsehood, leaving your readers
to assume that numerous such women are walking the streets of Jerusalem! Women from the
Orthodox community wear long skirts/dresses,
sleeves and scarves, even in the heat, which you
ridicule. You can agree or disagree with their
belief in dressing with modesty but why
disparage them?
You wouldn’t visit the Western Wall because
you don’t like the forced separation between
men and women. That’s your prerogative — yet
another negative comment about Jerusalem.
Other than your pleasant visit in the Christian
Quarter, surely there was something positive
about Jerusalem.
— J. Shapiro, Côte St. Luc

is that apparently many have not, including
family and friends I deem intelligent, well-eduDear Editor,
Thank you for publishing the informative cated, kindly – and, I had thought, for the most
and succinct article by Michael Carin in your part, like-minded – despite being faced with what
December issue. Despite my dismay over events, seem to be indisputable ‘facts.’ My conclusion is
that they were and are receiving differing media
it gives me heart.
Certainly one can share values, yet have messages than I.
Untrue messages can hopefully be combatted
different attitudes. One might think that, flawed
with
persistence in a variety of ways although
though it is, democracy is the still best form of
government. One might however choose to vote it is difficult indeed to discredit and replace
say, Conservative, Green, or NDP, while one’s entrenched beliefs. Warnings can be issued that
friend, albeit sharing the attitude of democracy all should relentlessly look to the credibility of
as the best form of government, has a different our sources of information and that the public mustn’t remain complacent in the face of Editor’s Note
attitude and votes Liberal or Bloc.
• The little girls dressed in heavy clothes with
The hope, at the time my friend and I spoke, alternate ‘facts’ and pathological liars.
— Kathleen Greenfield, West Island stockings, in the heat, have no choice. Dressing
was that people might take warning, having
little girls like this was not prevalent even ten
possibly learnt from experience. My dismay
years ago. Why do little girls have to cover their
arms and legs and not little boys?
We welcome your letters and comments!
• I didn’t avoid the Western Wall because of the
Please send them by email to editor@theseniortimes.com. We reserve the right to forced separation. I simply have no desire to see
edit for brevity and clarity. Don’t forget to include your address and phone number. it again.
theseniortimes.com March 2020 THE SENIOR TIMES 7

What’s happening in march
A Taste of Tea celebrates International Women’s Day

The 10th Anniversary of A Taste of Tea will
honour six Black and Minority women doctors,
Sun., March 8, International Women’s Day, 2
to 6pm at the Côte St. Luc Aquatic and Community Centre, 5794 Parkhaven.
Singers Skipper Dean and Michelle Sweeney will
headline this year’s Playmas Montreal’s annual
International Women’s Day Caribbean Tea Party.
“We are proud to provide a unique opportunity
for our community to meet these extraordinary

women known for their service to their patients
and contributions to improve and advance health
care,” says Playmas President Gemma RaeburnBaynes.
Being honoured are Dr. Stephanee Bakare,
Gynecologist, Lakeshore General; Dr. PennyJane Baylis, Sports Medicine, Montreal General;
Dr. Nana Graves, Pediatrician, Children’s Care
Clinic West Island; ���������������������������������
Dr. Fadji������������������������
�����������������������
Koffi, Podiatrist, Clinique OPUS; Dr. Zahra Sohani, Internal Medicine,

McGill University and Dr. Anita Brown-Johnson,
Family Medicine, MUHC. The keynote address will
be presented by Yvonne Sam, nurse and educator,
a former recipient of the Woman of Merit Award.
Food will include exotic Caribbean teas, signature
Caribbean delicacies, and a decadent sweet table.
Tickets are $35 and available at Caribbean
Curry House in Côte-des-Neiges, Caribbean
Paradise Restaurant in LaSalle, and Marché Colonnade in the West Island, or call 514-620-6612.

THEATRE

Teesri Duniya presents Counter Offence better days but with Julia’s help, the hotel is ready at Centre St. Jax, 1439 Ste. Catherine W.

The show runs Monday to Sunday and starts at
7:30pm. No show on Saturdays. Opening night is
March 17.
$20 - $30. Box office: 514-987-1774 #104,
Box-Office@Infinitheatre.com.
What’s it all about? Following the death of his
famous novelist father, Francis Jeffery Dickens
arrives in Canada in 1874 with all the prejudices
of a white colonist. While serving 11 years in the
North-West Mounted Police, Frank is horrified
by how the Indigenous Peoples were robbed of
their lands. This cross-cultural, action-packed,
true(ish) recounting incorporates puppets, masks,
Infinitheatre presents Fight On!
A Grand Murder at Dorval-Strathmore
multimedia, dance and buffoonery. The perforWealthy matriarch Julia Winthrop-Cabot is host- Fight On! - Relevant, a historical recounting of the mance is mainly in English with French, Cree, and
ing a family reunion at The Grand Hotel. Once an occupation/colonization of the Canadian West Kanien’kéh (Mohawk).
elegant and majestic hotel, The Grand has seen will be performed March 16 – 29 at Infinitheatre
Written by Rahul Varma and directed by Arianna Bardesono, this murder mystery explores
what happens when the struggle to end racism
comes in conflict with the struggle to end violence
against women. Post-show talkbacks. The play
runs at the Segal Centre, 5170 Côte-Ste-Catherine
Wed., March 12 to Sun., March 29, Mon. - Sun.
at 8pm and Sundays & Tuesday, Mar. 24 at 2pm.
No show Friday. $25-$29; Monday night 50% off
the second ticket (by phone/door only) 514-7397944 or online at Segal Centre. Mature content
13+ teesriduniyatheatre.com

(almost) to welcome you and all the other members
of a family that puts the “fun” in dysfunctional.
Five Performances: March 28, April 4, 18, 25,
and May 2. Doors open at 6pm. Show starts
promptly at 6:30pm. $40 per person ($35 seniors
& students) includes a four course dinner and
show. Reserved seating only. Dorval-Strathmore
United Church, 310 Brookhaven, Dorval.
Info & reservations: 514-793-9879 or 514-6316171 or dsuc13churchevents@gmail.com. When
ordering tickets, indicate food allergies. Food
issues will not be handled on the night of the show.

Atwater Library Events
Thurs., March 12, 12:15 - 1:30pm Lunch time
series presents a program of music and words to
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day. Dragún Bánperform
traditional Irish music as well as their own compositions. Kate Bligh, dramaturge and part-time
faculty member of Concordia’s School of Irish
Studies, talks about her favourite Irish dramatists.

by writer Mary Soderstrom, discusses The Break
by Katherena Vermette.
Thurs., April 9, 12:30 - 1:30 pm – For Lunchtime
Series, Mark Bourrie tells amazing tales from his
new book Bush Runner: The Adventures of PierreEsprit Radisson.
All events are free and at Atwater Library, 1200
Atwater Ave. at Ste-Catherine (Atwater Metro).
514-935-7344

Tues., March 17, 1 - 3pm – Alzheimer Café
features A Conversation about Accompanying
Events at Lasalle Legion 212
Caregivers of People Living with Dementia in
Annual St. Patrick’s Day dance
Long-Term Care����������������������������������
with Dr.
����������������������������
Thérèse Perreault, careDance the night away with The Clahane’s March
giver. Refreshments and discussion.
21 at 8pm. $15. for table reservation 10+.
Wed., March 18, 7:30 to 9pm – The Book Club,
St. Patrick’s Day Supper
led by Mary Soderstrom, discusses Women Talk- Corned beef with trimmings on March 14 at 6pm.
ing by Miriam Toews.
$15. Dance to the music of Mr. Juke Box. Info:
Thurs., March 26, 12:30 – Lunch time series Bruce Allan at 514-772-2646. RCL212.ca.
presents A Brief History of 1970s Pop Rock: Mu- 7771 Bouvier, Lasalle
Legion veteran welcome program
sician, author, ethnomusicologist and Concordia
professor Craig Morrison tells stories about the Serving and retired Canadian Armed Forces and
era’s top singer-songwriters and demonstrates RCMP members are eligible for a free one-year
how rock mixed with pop, blues, country, jazz, membership to welcome them to the Legion.
Membership registration is completed through
and classical.
Dominion Command and members can transfer
Sat., April 4, 2 to 5pm & Sun., April 5, 2 - 5pm to a local branch afterwards.
– Writer and artist Kathleen Winter leads a twoJoin at legion.ca/welcome
afternoon workshop to make a communal tapestry for display at the Atwater Library. Free but
Overeaters Anonymous
space is limited and registration for both afternoon This is a 12-step recovery group for compulsive
sessions is required: elise.m@videotron.ca.
overeaters, anorexics and bulimics. They hold
meetings in the Montreal area. No weigh-ins,
Wed., April 8, 7:30 - 9pm – The Book Club, led dues or fees. 514-488-1812
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Digital Discussions
at Atwater Library
March 10, 1 to 3pm: A free hands-on workshop:
So you think you’ve been hacked? Liz Perrin will
lead you through steps to keep yourself safe if you
think your personal information (on your computer or at your bank) has been stolen. Register in
advance with Richard at 514-934-7344.
March 19, 12:30 to 1:30pm: Dr. Taylor Owen,
Associate Professor, Max Bell School of Public
Policy and holder of the Beaverbrook Chair in
Media, Ethics and Communications, McGill
University, speaks on digital technology.
Tour the MUHC Glen site
Public tours of the MUHC Glen site will begin
in March and continue through June. The
free, one-hour guided tours explore the art,
architecture, history and innovative design
that help create a healing environment in a
modern healthcare and research facility.
The tours will be given March 19, April 2 and
16, May 7 and 21, June 4 and 18 at 1:30pm from
the main security desk, RC level.
Comfortable shoes are essential.
Reservations: glentours@friendsmuhc.org
Book, Bake and Craft Sale
Saturday, March 28, 9am to noon at Church of
St.-John the Baptist, 233 Ste. Claire Ave. in PointeClaire. Books, DVDs, home baking, spring crafts,
tea room.

courses, culture & community
Hamlet and Richard III on
Thomas More curriculum

Women’s Art Society March events

Tuesdays, 1:30—2:30pm at the Unitarian Church,
For a third year, Thomas More Institute will fea- 5035 de Maisonneuve W. Non-members $10 /
ture two Shakespearean plays for study that will New members welcome!
will be performed at the Stratford Festival. Senior March 17: Mon Tango, Tango Dancers
Times readers will not be gobsmacked to discover March 31: Joyce Borenstein, Animator, director,
that the Word Nerd columnist is a practitioner of & writer womensartsociety.com
bardolatry (yes, it actually is a word!) and I parToxic Beauty in French
ticipated in both these sessions.
This year I’m particularly excited because Strat- To celebrate International Women’s Week, Breast
ford is staging Hamlet and Richard III so two of Cancer Action Quebec will screen Toxic Beauty
my all-time faves will be on the curriculum this followed by an discussion Tues. March 10 at 6pm
spring. And if you love the English language the at the Sherbrooke Pavillon of UQAM (SH-2800),
way I do, no play features as many gems as Ham- 200 Sherbrooke W. Metro Place-des-Arts. The
let. Examples: antic disposition, brevity is the soul screening will be in French.
of wit, cruel to be kind, frailty thy name is woman, Reservations required: Payment in cash on site.
Doors open at 5:30pm. $10. Seniors (65+) $5.
get thee to a nunnery — to name but a few.
Register on line at courses.thomasmore.
qc.ca/spring-2020-shakespeare-spring/ or call All faith bereavement group meet
in Hampstead
514-935-9585. The course starts Monday,
March 30 and runs for six weeks with a break on A group for those in mourning will commence
April 13.
—Howard Richler once again at Congregation Dorshei Emet, 18
Cleve Rd, Hampstead in early March. This group
Simple Eats and Tales & Travel
is open to all faith communities and will consist of
at Centre Greene
six sessions of approximately 90 minutes. Howard
The Simple Eats Seniors’ Cooking Program will Richler, who is spearheading the group, said that
run monthly workshops March 18 and April 15. dealing with the loss of a loved one in a group setThe focus is on cooking healthy meals in small ting was helpful to him after the loss of his wife
batches. Participants are invited into a welcoming Ruth 18 years ago. Info: hrichler@gmail.com
atmosphere to cook together and learn new tricks
Ladies Morning Musical Club
and techniques. It’s like being invited into somebody’s home kitchen but the somebody happens March 15 at 3:30pm: Pavel Haas Quartet, strings
with Boris Giltburg, piano, performing Cekovska,
to be a professional chef.
Workshops run from 10am to 1:30pm and par- Beethoven, and Dvořák.
ticipants take a portion of the ingredients home Students (26 yrs.) $80 students (26 yrs.) $20 Tax
after enjoying the meal together. Cost $5. Info included. $50 tax included. Info: 514-932-6796
and/or RSVP: 514-931-6202 and ask for Heather. lmmc.ca e-mail: lmmc@qc.aibn.com
Tales & Travels, offered in partnership with the
Westmount Public Library and the Alzheimer
Society is a workshop for those with Alzheimer’s
or other dementia. Conversation and media bring
participants on a journey to different countries,
allowing them to reminisce in good company.
Pre-Registration is required and caregivers are
encouraged to attend with participants. Free.
March 10, April 14, May 12.
Info & registration: 514-931-6202
Centre Greene offers Senior Tai Chi Mondays
1:30 to 2:30pm. $5. Info: 514-931-6202.

Musical director wanted

The Montreal West-End Operatic Society is seeking a musical director. This is an ideal position
for a retired music teacher or student looking to
gain experience. We sing a wide gamut of music,
both classical and popular. We rehearse Thursday
evenings in NDG. This is a volunteer position, but
as we are a registered charity, a donation receipt
for services rendered is possible. 514-575-6400

B’nai Brith for seniors

Sunday, March 22, 10:30am
Music Brunch for Seniors at B’nai Brith/Adath
Synagogue with 50’s Rock’n Roll band
To reserve: 514-482-4252
Thursday, April 23, 7pm
Let’s Play Bingo at B’nai Brith/Adath Synagogue.
And yes there are prizes! Events are at 223
Harrow Crescent in Hampstead.

The Lakeshore Stamp Club is presenting its
Annual Stamp Exhibition March 20 and 21,
Friday, 10am to 6pm and Saturday, 10am to 4pm
at the Sarto Desnoyers Community Center, 1335
Lakeshore Drive, Dorval. Free admission and
parking. Info: 514-239-4267

Bon Appetit Friday dinner Club

If you like going to different restaurants, and
don’t like going alone or if you just want to meet
new people, join us every Friday Night at 7pm.
Call 514-264-8951

Sports Celebrity Breakfast
at Cummings

Personalities from sports and business will be
on hand for the 16th annual Cummings Centre
for Seniors Sports Celebrity Breakfast, Sunday
March 29 at 9am at the Gelber Conference
Centre, 5151 Côte Sainte-Catherine
McGill University medical school graduate,
NFL Kansas City Chiefs offensive guard and
Super Bowl LIV champion Laurent DuvernayTardif has been named the Sports Personality of
the Year. Former major league pitcher Bill Lee
will be presented with the Expos Legend Award
and Pat Hickey of The Montreal Gazette will
receive the Larry Fredericks Media Award.

$$ INCOME TAX $$
AWAN BUSINESS CONSULTANT INC.
CHARTERED PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT (CPA)
Professional Accounting, Tax, Business Advisory Services
& Commissioner of Oaths

514-227-8765
6900 Decarie Blvd (Decarie Square)
225B (Next to gym zone), Montreal, QC
awan.irshad@sympatico.ca

CAREGIVER
Assist vibrant senior woman in tasks
of daily living; provide active
companionship. Light housework,
meal preparation. Atwater.
Attractive compensation.

AMI-QUEBEC

Technology: Helping Mental Health
March 19, 7 – 8:15pm, online. Learn about all
Music by Bartok, Beethoven, Debussy, and Liszt the ways that technology is helping medical
performed by pianist Olivia Musat on Saturday, professionals diagnose, treat, and help people
March 28 at 7:30pm at the Church of St. Columba suffering from mental illness in their recovery
by-the-Lake, 11 Rodney Ave. Pointe-Claire. process. Visit amiquebec.org/workshops or call
Suggested donation $15. (free for children)
514-486-1448 for details.
Info: 514-364-3027 or 514-697-8015

St. Columba concert

The wonderful world of philately

One day/wk live-in
with separate room.

CV please.
snrcompan@gmail.com

‘Around the Table Lunch’
at Beaconsfield United Church,
202 Woodside Rd, Beaconsfield

All seniors are welcome for our free lunch happening
the first and third Tuesday of the month. There will be
a speaker or activity based around seniors.
Lunch starts at 12pm.

Please R.S.V.P. to bucseniorslunch@gmail.com
Loonie Breakfast

 ome join a wonderful group of seniors Thursday
C
mornings! On the first and third Thursday of each
month, a coffee & muffin breakfast will be served at
9am. On the second and the fourth Thursday of the
month, a full hot breakfast will be served at 9am.

For more info contact the church office at

514-695-0600
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EDITORIAL

Projet Montréal disappoints in failing to support Sue Montgomery
When a tough woman with a strong
and successful background as a
journalist comes into a bureaucracy
and asks a lot of tough questions,
you might expect there would be
resistance from an entrenched
senior bureaucracy, accustomed to
doing things their way.
That is what appears to be behind
the conflict in the Côte-des-Neiges–
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough
that, we understand, began soon
after Sue Montgomery was elected
mayor there. It was a breakthrough
for Valérie Plante and Projet
Montréal and its effort to make
inroads into the city’s biggest borough with its largest concentration
of Anglophones. But Plante has
shown she is ready take the easy
way out by pushing Montgomery to
fire her chief of staff as the apparent
price for placating a senior and
well-entrenched civil servant.
Montgomery, a star journalist
for The Gazette who spent a major
part of her career there as justice
reporter, had a reputation among
her colleagues as having a strong
work ethic, a digger, someone whose
instincts led her to side with victims
in any conflict, who sought to discover the story behind the story.
Having entered civic politics at a
managerial level with no experience, in her initial meetings with
senior civil servants in the borough,
she began asking lots of questions, to
better understand how the borough
works, and how its budget of about

• SHINGLES
• ASPHALT & GRAVEL
• SLATE
• MEMBRANE
• SKYLIGHTS
• VENTILATION
• SHEET METAL WORK

$68 million was being spent.
It appears, the top civil servants
in the borough who make things
happen there were unaccustomed
to this approach, especially when
Montgomery asked for a detailed
accounting for exactly how “every
cent” in the budget was being spent.
She was given a two-page summary,
but found this to be unacceptable.
Given that the former borough
mayor, Michael Applebaum, was
convicted of corruption, and that a
former top bureaucrat committed
suicide while borough operations
were under scrutiny, residents can
only applaud Montgomery’s efforts
to dig into borough spending in a
detailed way.
Montgomery replaced the chief
of staff who was proposed and
accepted, a veteran Projet Montréal
activist, because she felt she needed
someone who could bolster her
approach. That person she chose,
with a decade of experience as a
political aide in Ottawa, in effect
became Montgomery’s representative, asking questions, seeking
information on important issues,
and rejecting work that did not meet
her standards.
How ironic, that when Montgomery asked the Comptroller General’s office for guidance, and they
launched an investigation into the
workplace climate, investigators
would come out with a conclusion
that her chief of staff had psychologically harassed two of them.

We’ve Got You
Covered

SENIORS
DISCOUNT!

FREE ESTIMATE
BRICK WALL and CHIMNEY REPAIRS & REBUILDS
PROFESSIONAL ROOF INSPECTIONS

Guaranteed Work

514-932-7772 | belgravecs@yahoo.ca | belgraveroofing.ca
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One of the questions they asked
the chief of staff is why she doesn’t
smile more. Montgomery has every
right to be suspicious of the process,
and wonder whether such a question
would be posed to a man.
It appears the Comptroller General recommended that the chief of
staff not have contact with the top
civil servants, and Plante wants her
fired. This would appear to be a quid
pro quo deal, demanded by a top
civil servant as a precondition for
agreeing to a departure package.
While Plante denies she told
Montgomery the aide had to be fired
in order to smooth over a messy
situation, the fact that the full
report is not being made public, with
reasonable redactions, ostensibly
because Montgomery’s name is
there, is suspicious.
The fact Plante’s Projet Montréal
offered to employ the chief of staff
to prepare the party for the next
election campaign, if Montgomery

agrees to fire her, indicates that the
psychological harassment finding is
ill founded.
The end result is that relations
between the borough’s chief executive and her top civil servants
remain problematic, as the case
has now been sent to the Quebec
Municipal Commission.
The city has farmed out the file
to an outside lawyer, and will have
to cover the fees of Montgomery’s
lawyer, who first offered to represent
her pro bono. And the taxpayer will
end up footing the bill.
Most importantly, Plante has failed
to use her office and moral authority
to support the borough mayor and
her chief of staff when all they ever
tried to do was get an entrenched
bureaucracy working efficiently and
effectively.
The same can be said of her fellow
borough councilors who are toeing
the party line.

Coronavirus risk low here, but take precautions
Late last month, only one case of
COVID-19, or Coronavirus disease, was detected in Montreal, so
the level of risk of more cases here
and across Canada is said to be low.
Still, in possible anticipation of
more, the Quebec government has
prepared two facilities in Montreal
at the Jewish General and SainteJustine hospitals, to receive patients
that test positive for the virus and
require hospitalization.
Travellers should be aware that
health advisories have been issued
warning that the virus has been
detected in seven countries: China,
where it was first identified, Hong
Kong, Iran, Japan, Northern Italy,
Singapore, and South Korea. When
travelling, or on your return, if you
become sick you should contact a
health professional to explain your
symptoms such as fever, cough, or
difficulty breathing.
For example, the first case here is

that of a woman who flew from Iran
to Qatar before returning to Montreal late last month.
She went to an outpatient clinic
with minor symptoms, was given
a mask, then put in isolation at the
Verdun hospital for tests, before
being placed in isolation at home
awaiting results from the National
Microbiology Lab in Winnipeg,
which were positive.
Among precautions suggested
by health professionals is to frequently and thoroughly wash hands
for a good 20 seconds and avoid
handshakes and kiss greetings,
because you can contract coronavirus
after coming into contact with an
infected person.
There is no vaccine or treatment to
prevent the coronavirus. If you have
a fever, cough, or difficulty breathing, or questions, call 811 to speak to
an Info-Santé Nurse.
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Defamation: How much is my reputation worth?
In Arthur Miller’s play, The Crucible, about the Salem Witch Trials,
we have a perspective on how much
a reputation is worth.
When falsely accused of promoting witchcraft, John Proctor has the
option of avoiding a death sentence
if he signs a confession. In the final
scene, he agonizes over the dignity
of his name and reputation and finally tears up the false confession.
His name and his reputation were
worth more to him than life itself.
The Law recognizes the value of a
good name and offers some protection against damages to a person’s
reputation. Defamation refers to
damaging another person’s reputation by making false statements to
a third party. Defamation is more
specifically referred to as “slander”
when done through oral statements
and ‘libel’ when done in writing.
When comments published or
stated are true and of public interest, they will generally not be considered defamatory unless the goal
was to cause harm to the person. A
person cannot hide behind the right
to freedom of expression for the sole
purpose of causing damage to another person.
These days, a person’s good name
and earned reputation can be discredited through various newer
platforms such as public comments
on media, blog posts, letters or even
e-mails to colleagues, friends or

Legally
Speaking

Sarah
RobidasAfshari

J.D., LL.L., BA.

Daniel
Romano

B.C.L., LL.B., MA

neighbors. Defamatory statements
can either be explicit or implicit in
that they could be an insinuation, an
interrogative phrase or even the reminder of a rumor. Defamation occurs when there is a decrease in the
esteem and respect that other people
have for the person about whom the
comments are made.
Defamation has been forbidden in
Judaic law for thousands of years. In
England, libel law developed in the
16th and 17th century criminal statutes designed to protect the nobility
from criticism. Although it is still a
crime in Canadian law, it is rarely
prosecuted and in Quebec it has long
been official policy not to prosecute
for this crime. If someone has been
defamed, the only “legal” recourse
appears to be in private law – you
sue the person directly for damages
and/or an injunction.
The Civil Code of Quebec and the
Quebec Charter of Human Rights
of Freedom state that every person
has the right to the safeguard of their
name and reputation. Rights can be
extinguished through the passage of
time and this applies to defamation
as well. This “prescription period”

can vary depending on
circumstances, but it is
always quite short. It
is best to consult with
an attorney as soon as
you become aware that
someone is defaming
you, so as not to lose your rights.
The monetary compensation one
can obtain in Court for a damaged
reputation varies depending on the
situation. A person could be compensated for loss of money and business opportunities. The courts could
award a sum of money for moral
damages to compensate for the humiliation, ridicule, psychological
impact, stress, troubles and inconveniences imposed upon the victim.
The court will consider the gravity of the act, how widespread the
distribution was, and whether the
audience was carefully selected to
have a greater impact on the victim.
The courts can also award a sum of
money for punitive damages designed to prevent, denounce and
deter others from engaging in similar conduct. In order to obtain punitive damages, a person will have
to demonstrate that the act was not
only unlawful but that it was also

committed with the intention to
cause harm.
Sometimes, the damages that you
might expect a court to award you
even if you win your case might
amount to less than the cost of the
legal fees. In such a case, the question of whether to sue or not becomes less a financial question and
more a matter of principle.
How much is it worth to you to
put an end to the defamation and
to protect your good name? At the
end of the day, it will be up to you
to weigh the balance and decide if
your reputation is worth the cost of
|fighting for it.
Daniel Romano and Sarah RobidasAfshari are attorneys with KALMAN
SAMUELS, a family law firm.
Dear Reader, these articles are published to provide you with general
information about interesting legal
topics and not as a legal opinion.
Do not hold the author, KALMAN
SAMUELS, Attorneys, or The Senior
Times liable for any consequences
arising from attempts to rely on this
material. If you need a legal opinion
for a specific matter, consult a qualified attorney.

West Island Palliative Care Ball

L to R at the Valentine’s Ball Committee: Geneviève Veilleux, Victoria D’Elia, Dale
Weil, executive director of the Residence, Louise Apa, Jessica Newey, Linda
Ward O’Farrell, Viki Hountalas, Patricia Laplante, Carole Natale

A record amount of $640,000 net was raised to support the West Island Palliative Care Residence during its 21st annual Valentine’s Ball, February 14.
theseniortimes.com
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Listening and active learning at Festival de la Voix
With its signature combination of
workshops and varied choral music
performances, the seventh edition
of the Festival de la Voix kicks off
Saturday March 21 and is on until
April 5 with shows that will appeal
to music lovers of all ages.
Continuing its focus on “the beauty
of the human voice in the West
Island,” the program, presented by
Vox Aeterna, is designed to interest the public as well as students at
elementary and secondary schools
in Pointe-Claire, Dorval, Lachine
and Châteauguay.
This year lineup features seven
concerts, four workshops, and two
school concerts. The mix includes
the uplifting pop sounds of Patsy
Gallant, music from West Africa,
Brazil and Latin America, choirs,
the Canadian Armed Forces 438
Tactical Helicopter Squadron Band,
gospel, Angela Galuppo’s jazzy trio
and Vivaldi.
The festival closes April 5 with
what looks like a highlight – a
much-anticipated gathering of
vocal groups in a show called
T_1920_Segal-Times_SrTimes_Ad_v1.pdf
Choralissimo! It features the Chœur

Photo: Courtesy Festival de la Voix

Irwin Block

Quartom sings classics and pop in Pointe-Claire March 21

1

de Chambre du Québec, Cantiamo,
the F.A.C.E. men’s choir, and Spectrum Vocal Ensemble. It’s on at
5pm at the Valois United Church, 70
Belmont in Pointe-Claire.
For those who want to hone their
skills, four workshops will be held at
St. Columba-by-the-Lake Church in
Pointe Claire.
On March 21 at 9:30am, Floydd
Ricketts leads Singing the Spiritual where he will teach phrasing
and bending notes with songs that
emerged from Black slavery in the
U.S. Participants will be invited to
2020-02-19
4:46 PM
sing at the Global Vision Concert

March 22 at Beaurepaire United
Church, 3pm. Workshop costs $30;
workshop plus concert $45.
Other workshops
March 21, 1:30pm, award-winning
conductor Roseline Blaine teaches
the basics of sight-reading, in English and French. $30.
March 28, 9am, circus artist Krin
Haglund teaches how to overcome
inhibitions and feel comfortable on
stage. $30.
April 4, 1pm, Conductor Philippe
Bourque offers a workshop for
experienced choral singers, with
on-line files sent in advance.
The concerts begin March 21,
8 pm with the male vocal quartet
Quartom and a program of classics
and pop, at St. Columba-by-the Lake
Church.

March 22, 3pm, Global Visions
presents vocalist Lavanya and the
Dharani Project band with East
Indian music and contemporary
pop. Then, Floydd Ricketts conducts
his vocal group Ensemble Noir,
Beaurepaire United Church.
March 27, 7:30pm, vocalist Angela
Galuppo and her trio play jazz and
pop, followed by a program of Vivaldi’s sacred pieces, with Juno award
winning Ensemble Caprice and
Ensemble vocal Arts-Québec, at St.
Thomas Aquinas Church, Hudson.
March 28, 2pm, Golden Voices
presents pop star Patsy Gallant and
the 48th Tactical Helicopter Squadron Band with music from the 1940s
to today at Jean XXIII High School,
Dorval.
March 29, 3pm, Baroque music,
with organist Philip Crozier, soprano
Kerry-Anne Kutz, the Sinfonia
Chamber Orchestra and Ste. Anne
Singers at Saints-Anges Parish, 1400
St. Joseph Blvd., Lachine.
April 3, 8pm, soprano Aline
Kutan, tenor Luc Ménard, baritone
Claude Roy and three ensembles are
featured at Église de la Présentation
at 664 de la Présentation, Dorval.
Tickets for matinée and evening shows are either free or $30.
Passports to four concerts are $90.
Seniors and students $75.
Info: 514-758-3641
or info@festivaldelavoix.com

Stuck in the stone age when everyone else is living
in the digital age?
Don’t get left behind! Throw away your phone book.
Save on stamps and stationery. Shop from home.
The Atwater Library has patient people to open your
eyes to the possibilities. Connect with the people
you care about. Use technology to enhance your life.
Become part of the digital age.
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Songs of our times come to life at Segal
In many ways, the songs of the 1960s are the
stories of our lives, our hopes, our challenges,
realizations, and disappointments.
These remain central themes, as meaningful
today as they were then, when peace and love and
the (seemingly) never-ending springtime of our
lives was expressed in song.
Many of the great singer-songwriters of that
era were Jewish and the Segal Centre will be
celebrating their great achievements with The
Times they Are a Changin’ – the uplifting song
cycle created in 2017 for the Harold Green Jewish
Theatre Company in Toronto by vocalists Louise
Pitre – a Segal Centre favourite – and W. Joseph
Matheson, who wrote the script.
Working with directors Avery Saltzman and
David Eisner, they crafted a show to highlight the
great songs by Bob Dylan, Leonard Cohen, Carole
King, Arlo Guthrie, Simon and Garfunkel, Laura
Nyro, and others in a theatrical setting.
Pitre was sensational as Édith Piaf in the Angel
and the Sparrow where Matheson played several
male parts. Among her achievements is a Tony
nomination for her Broadway debut in Mamma
Mia! She has performed in many musicals and
released five solo recordings.
Says Lisa Rubin, Executive and Artistic Director
at the Segal: “Louise and Joe are always such a joy
to listen to … This show is the cherry on top of
an already fabulous theatre season at the Segal.”
Reviewing one of her performances in Toronto,
a Globe and Mail reviewer wrote that “Louise
Pitre is sensational … She doesn’t just sell a song,
she lives it.” And the Victoria Playhouse wrote
that “Matheson sings the truth from beginning to
end. He captures the soul of the music.”
Keyboardist Nick Burgess leads the band with
Simon Legault and Jason Field on guitars, Evan
Stewart on bass, and Peter Colantonio.

Photo: Joanna Akyol

Irwin Block

W. Joseph Matheson and Louise Pitre

Saltzman, co-director of the original run in
Toronto, will direct with set design by Sabrina
Miller.
The show runs until March 22 with the official
opening March 5, matinées at 1pm March 11
and 18 and 2pm March 8, 15, and 22. A relaxed
and audio-enhanced performance for those with
hearing issues, or who need a more relaxed
sensory experience and casual environment is
planned for March 15, 7pm.
Tickets cost $67 with discounts for groups,
seniors, students, and those under 30. Info and
tickets: segalcentre.org, boxoffice@segalcentre.org,
or 514-739-7944

Encountering the challenges of retirement

encoreseniors.com

Classes include:
• history, philosophy, drawing & painting
• music, fashion, Montreal theatre
• travel, art appreciation, documentary film
• yoga, tai-chi, bridge, line dancing

1857 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Suite 305
(corner of St. Marc Street, Guy Metro)

infoencore9@gmail.com

Be
Part
of It!

Spring into Action at MCLL

THE McGILL COMMUNITY
FOR LIFELONG LEARNING
Peer Learning with no Peer Pressure
Study Groups, Lectures and Workshops for all interests
Share what you know, be inspired, enrich your life
Registration for Spring 2020 Opens March 16th

In the heart of the McGill Campus

688 Sherbrooke St. W.
(corner Robert-Bourassa Blvd.)

Bus and Metro access at the door.

Call 514-398-8234
Visit www.mcgill.ca/mcll www.facebook.com/mcll.joy

B.A.
Program
Liberal
Arts
Courses
Seniors
Outreach

INTRO RATE 1st COURSE I $100 I

www.thomasmore.qc.ca
3405 Atwater Ave.
Atwater

514.935.9585
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SOCIAL PAINTING / ART CLASSES

Grannies rage against dumping junk

• Individual & small classes
offered by a professional
artist & educator
• Materials supplied,
no experience necessary

Debrah: 514-246-9092
debgilmour@yahoo.ca, debrahgilmourart.com

Photo: Barbara Moser

Your smile and comfort
are important?
denturology clinic
* Denture Fabrication and Repair
* Complete and Partial Dentures
* Denture over Dental Implants

DENTURISTE

450.622.0404

solutionsourire.ca • 569 Fabrice, Laval

LIFE WELL CELEBRATED

CELEBRATE
YOUR LIFE,
YOUR
WAY.

Barbara Moser

me nothing could or would be done. “You have to
go to the head office. We’ll all for it but we have
no power.”
Maybe Metro’s head office will hear about the
protest and chalk it off to a bunch of crazy old
ladies dressed in funny costumes singing silly
songs. But maybe they will listen just this once
and go the way of other stores who use cardboard
and recyclable containers or no containers at all.
Let’s hope someone up there listens!
Thanks to the Raging Grannies, we have a
strong and consistent voice out there letting the
powers-that-be know we are not going to take it
(or buy it!) anymore.

February 20 was a cold, blustery day in Montreal but that didn’t stop the Raging Grannies
from standing outside the Westmount Metro
supermarket at the Victoria Ave. entrance
(where most shoppers enter and exit) with their
signs, placards, and quirky granny attire singing to whomever passed by about the outrage
of the waste that goes on in our grocery stores.
They held up Styrofoam plates on which meat
and fish are sold, black and blue plastic boxes that
house mushrooms and other veggies and other
one-time-use plastic and spoke to passersby about
joining the growing boycott of such products.
Can we as individuals do anything to stop the Dump Dump Dump Your Junk
head offices from selling products in plastic and
To the tune of Row Row Row Your Boat
Styrofoam? One worker at the Metro store told
WOLfVILLE, Nova Scotia Raging Grannies
Dump, dump, dump your junk into every brook.
Who cares, why care, no one needs to look.

Throw, throw, throw your trash into every stream.
Who cares, why care, who needs water clean?

YOUR EXCURSIONS,
YOUR WAY.
_
There are as many
ways to celebrate life
as there are stars
in the sky.
Creating a
100% personalized
tribute that embraces
your passions.
This is the commitment
of our professionals.

March 21 – April 5, 2020

CONCERTS & WORKSHOPS
In
DORVAL, POINTE-CLAIRE,
BEACONSFIELD, LACHINE & HUDSON
Featuring on
SATURDAY 28, MARCH 2020 AT 2PM

PATSY GALLANT

438 Tactical Helicopter Squadron Band
At ECOLE SECONDAIRE JEAN XXlll
Auditorium Serge Nolet
1301, av. Dawson, Dorval, H9S 1Y3.


514 483-1870
dignitequebec.com
Pointe-Claire
Saint-Lambert
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Visit www.festivaldelavoix.com
For our full line-up of
Concerts and Workshops.
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Toss, toss, toss your litter into every river,
Who cares, why care, the fish can shake and shiver.
Fling, fling, fling your filth into every lake.
Who cares, why care – not us, for goodness’ sake.
Drop, drop, drop your slop into every ocean.
Who cares, why care, the public has no notion.
Spill, spill, spill your waste into every sea.
Who cares, why care – why waste our energy?

Clean, clean, clean our water – WE DEMAND
A SAY,
I CARE – WE CARE – we drink it every day.

GUIDE TO APARTMENTS & CONDOS

ST. PATRICK SQUARE

St. Patrick Square

Le Russell sur le parc

Phone: 514-481-9609
Includes heat, hydro & locker!
Email: info@spsquare.ca • Website: spsquare.ca
Included:GREAT
Heating, electricity,
fridge, stove, 12-ft.
VALUE
balcony, free spacious lockers
Enjoying
active
lifestyle
Services:
Enjoyanouraffordable
award-winning
gardens,
9-hole
in a unique apartment community.
putting green, shuffleboard, horseshoes, new indoor
swimming pool, dry-heat sauna, chapel, library, card
room, billiards &514-481-9609
excercise rooms, guest rooms, party
6767special
Coteevents,
St. Luc
Road
room, activities,
classes
& speakers,
laundry room on each floor, indoor/outdoor parking
www.spsquare.ca
Nearby:
CLSC, pharmacy, library, banks, golf, pool,
shopping centres • Price: Affordable pricing

Smoke-free property
Phone: 514-340-9777 • E-mail: info@lerussell.ca
Website: lerussell.ca • Contact: Ioana Boboiciov
Capacity: 81 apartments
Level: Autonomous, 60 and over
Security: 24h cameras, security alarms
Onsite: Garden, swings, patio, community lounge,
indoor and outdoor parking
Included: Hot water, fridge and stove, balcony
Nearby: train station, buses, grocery, park, library,
Rockland Shopping Centre, pharmacy, banks,
highways 40 and 15

Côte Saint-Luc
Côte Saint-Luc
2 6767
layouts
for 3 1⁄2Rd,Starting
at $825 30 Brittany Ave., Town of Mount Royal

OPEN HOUSE / EVERY SUNDAY IN MARCH 2 TO 4PM

Sélection Condo West Island Prestige

Condo
With services delivered by
Groupe Sélection Retraite
Rent or Buy

Toulon Sur Mer - Apartments

Selection Condos WI Prestige

Phone: 514-595-8723
Email: toulonsurmer@gmail.com
Website: montrealapts.ca
Contact: Carol Cadieux
Apartments: 3 ½, 4 ½
Included: fridge & stove provided, hot water,
balconies, wood floors, carpeting or floating floor.
Services: gym, laundry room, parking, library/
recreation room, outdoor pool, sauna, wheelchair
access, & private lockers.
Nearby: hospital, shopping, public parks, bike path, buses,
beautiful grounds and breathtaking views of Lac St-Louis.
Pets: cats, & small quiet dogs.
Price: starting from $750

Phone: 514-894-7824
Contact: Jean Falardeau
Email: jeanfalardeau@hotmail.ca
Including: microwave, terrace, 1 bathroom,
2 bathrooms, heating, electricity, phone, cable,
internet room, all appliances, air conditioning
Services: indoor parking, indoor pool, party room,
exercise room, laundry in condo, restaurant / café,
services delivered by Groupe Selection Retraite
Nearby Amenities: Metro / bus, pharmacy,
shopping mall / dépanneur, CLSC, shopping mall /
boutiques, banks
Pets: some pets allowed
Price: 3 1/2 $3350, 41/2 $3800

7777 & 7779 LaSalle Blvd, LaSalle

11 Place de la Triade, Pointe-Claire

Great Value Includes!
6767 Côte St. Luc Rd
entrance via King Edward

View our video at

spsquare.ca

514-481-9609

• Fridge & stove
• Heat & Hydro
• Spacious locker
• 12-foot balcony
• Award winning gardens
• 9-hole putting green

• Indoor swimming pool
• Dry heat sauna
• Exercise room
• Billiards room
• Library • Chapel
• Shuffleboard

An active apartment community
designed for autonomous individuals 55+

Call Jean: 514 894-7824

3 ½, 4 ½

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
• Gym
Wheelchair
access

Vast Choice of Incontinence Products

Ask for FREE SAMPLE

Mon Petit Monde Inc.
Look for referral in www.smartshoppingmontreal.com
“Speciality Services”

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

CaroleC@hsprop.com
montrealapts.ca

514-955-0101

A New Life in the Town of Mount Royal
For Autonomous Seniors 60 and Over

30 Brittany Avenue

Town of Mount Royal, QC

Tel: 514-340-9777
info@lerussell.ca
lerussell.ca

n Smoke free property

n Renovated community room

n 81 apartments 3½ and 4½ on 4 floors

n Neighboring a magnificient park

n Reasonably priced apartments

n Close to Rockland Shopping Centre

n Security cameras

n Buses and commuter trains nearby

n Indoor and outdoor parking

n 5 minutes from highways 15 and 40

Tenants benefit from all the services offered by the
Town of Mount Royal and the activity programs organized for seniors
theseniortimes.com
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Meets with the senior and their family at
home or the hospital to discuss their needs.
Provides information about financial assistance
programs and government tax credits available.
Visits chosen private residences (CHSLDs,
semi-autonomous, Alzheimer’s care units, etc.)
Offers the senior and their family advice about
the rights and responsibilities associated with
a lease.

FREE Service

You may need Meals on
Wheels as a result of a
temporary
incapacity.
Perhaps you’ve had an
accident or a recent surgery. Or you may have a
long-term or permanent
condition.
Whatever your needs, all
that is required to obtain
MOW is a referral from a healthcare worker such as your physician,
hospital, or CLSC.
The healthcare professional can
fax Volunteer West Island a completed MOW form for their client
and the MOW kitchen in the municipality where the client resides
will be contacted.
Fax number: 514-457-9677, attention Meals on Wheels. The CLSCs,
etc. have the MOW forms.

Photo: Courtesy of Volunteer West Island

Meals on Wheels Week – March 15 - 21

Amélie Guilbault is Food Services
Coordinator. Her extension is 225.
To volunteer for Meals on Wheels
click on the white Volunteer Here
tab on the green banner at the top
of the page on our web site (www.
cabvwi.org) and complete the I Want
to Volunteer form. The Volunteer
Recruitment Coordinator for Individuals will contact the person
within two working days.
All volunteers welcome!

www.mammone.quebec

I CAN SELL YOUR PROPERTY
AND EVERYTHING IN IT.

MAMMONE

Mammone
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
& AUCTION SERVICES

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Residence Advisors are paid by the network of private residences
for seniors accredited by the ministère de la Santé et des Services
sociaux du Québec.

NORA FAGEN

Residence Advisor
Montréal

Montreal 514 996.2887
www.residences-quebec.ca

Contact Mario Mammone
AGENCE IMMOBILIÈRE
ESTATE SETTLEMENTS

Certified Real Estate Broker &
Auctioneer

514-457-7001

GRAND
OPENING

MAY 1ST
2020
A Residence for Independent Seniors

A New Concept in Senior Living
Choice, Comfort, Convenience,
Value for independent Seniors
5 Star Amenities - All inclusive
Prepared Meals
House Keeping & Laundry Services
Shuttle Service
Utilities all included: Internet, Phone,
Cable, Electricity, Water, and More
“Where Seniors have the freedom
to live their lives freely”

697 & 699 43rd Ave. Lasalle
514-467-4672

www.tanyashospitalityhouse.com
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What residents say about the realities of living in a residence
I often run into residents in senior
residences who had used our services
to assist them with the transition to
their new home. I am always eager
for their input about their new living accommodations. “How do you
feel?” I ask. “Tell me the good and
the not so good.”
The most popular response by far
is: “It’s better than I expected. In fact,
I should have done this a couple of
years ago.” The fear and anxiety of
moving into a residence are diminished rapidly after settling in. You
get to enjoy the benefits of living a
carefree life while having the option
to participate in activities and events
and the peace of mind that a nurse or
doctor is available should there be a
health issue.
Costs
Some people who had recently moved
were relieved that they no longer had
to deal with issues related to home
ownership such as maintenance and
upkeep. Although many are concerned that it’s more costly than
living in a home or condo, many
costs are eliminated such as property taxes, school taxes, heat, electricity, cable, condo fees, home
repairs, security, and snow removal.
Goodbye loneliness
A common response is that the
person feels less lonely. Inevitably, new

Making the
Move
Matt
Del Vecchio
friends and relationships are created.
Some have even reunited with friends
living in the same residence.
In situations where increased care
was required, there was a sense of
relief for individuals and their respective families that many appointments
can be handled at the actual residence
including switching their doctor
to the residence GP. Medication is
administered by the nursing team.
Assistance with day-to-day living
such as bathing, meals, housekeeping
and laundry can be provided.
Food is a hot topic
Some reactions were pleasantly surprising. They liked the choice of
meals and the fact that cooking was
no longer required. Others complained about the food. “It’s just not
the same as what I’m used to,” said a
few residents. Complaints about food
increased in higher-care environments
such as nursing homes (CHSLDs).
Big or small
Smaller residences can be beneficial
for individuals requiring more personalized attention. They also tend to be

less expensive than some of the bigger
residences. However, they usually
have fewer activities and social events.
Can I stay where I am forever?
Try to anticipate future care levels.
Avoid moving into a residence that
does not offer appropriate nursing
care services that may be required
down the road. Many expressed their
worry about the possibility of moving again because they did not realize
the residence could not accommodate
their future care needs.
Before you move in, ask important
questions: How does your evacuation
protocol work? What is your staff to
resident ratio? What is your rental
increase policy? What is the process

to terminate my lease? What is the
response rate after pressing the call
bell or emergency button in my apartment or room? What about allergies
and other dietary restrictions?
The senior living industry is
booming, resulting in a competitive
environment. Consumers will ultimately be the benefactors as services,
accommodations and amenities are
improved. There has never been a
better time for individuals and couples
to explore their senior living options.
Matt Del Vecchio is the owner of
Lianas Services Senior Transition
Support and host of “Life Unrehearsed”
on CJAD800 Sundays at 4pm.
mdelvecchio@lianasservices.com

deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

Move-in-

promotion
We pay your moving costs
as well as your early
termination fee*

* Conditions apply. Promotional offer expires on December 31, 2020

1700 Saint-Louis Street

1055 Tecumseh Street

T. 514 747-6776
location@residencelalto.com

T. 514 685-4444
info@chateaudollard.com

residencelalto.com

chateaudollard.com

Dollard-des-Ormeaux

Ville Saint-Laurent

Discover the difference
Humans serving humans

Find your residence horizonrm.com
Independent
Living

Assisted
Living

Care

Memory
Care

theseniortimes.com
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LIFE IN SENIORS’ RESIDENCES,
FINALLY TRUE FREEDOM.
Quebec Seniors’ Housing Group (QSHG) members
offer welcoming living environments for any budget.
Discover a wide range of activities and services
specially designed for you. There’s no limit to what
you can do in a seniors’ residence.

Visit qshg.qc.ca
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FRANCE
Retired and activist

You’ve safeguarded the core values of our society and
your commitment is a model for younger generations.
You are our best allies. At Le Groupe Maurice, we’ve
always recognized your power to raise our thoughts
and show us the way. We also understand that we still
have so much to learn from you, as we carry our plans
into the future.

LEPOUVOIRDESAINES .COM/ENG
34 RESIDENCES
IN QUEBEC

CORPO-2020-02 Senior Times.indd 1
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Résidences Soleil founding president awarded prize
The Quebec Senior Housing Group
has awarded prizes of distinction
to Eddy Savoie, founding president
of Les Résidences Soleil, and three
senior residences at its annual
convention last fall.
The housing group is a non-profit
association of private senior residences, whose member businesses
account for some 88,000 units across
the province.
Savoie, who became involved in the
construction industry, created the first
Résidence Soleil in 1988 to house his
own parents. Today his family enterprise operates 14 residences in several
areas of Quebec and employs some

2,000 workers there. The award, a
special mention from the housing
group, was for his lifetime achievements in the senior housing field.
Résidences Soleil was also recognized for one of its special projects,
designed to encourage grandchildren
to visit their grandparents in its homes
during March break, including free
meals for children aged 10 and under
during that period.
It offered 10 days of special activities
during the March break, with 140 free
events, including story time, cinema,
and swimming sessions at residence
pools, serving 200 meals to the children, with 160 adults participating.

CALDWELL RESIDENCES
Why live ALONE?

Caldwell Residences provides housing within a safe
community environment to independent people who are
50 years and over with a low to moderate income.
Our buildings are in Côte St. Luc & the Snowdon
area close to the Cummings Center.
• Security
• Sprinkler system throughout
the building
• Cleaning Services on demand
• Recreational and Educational
Activities
• Exercise Program
• Holiday Celebrations
• Close to Shopping Center,
Bus, Metro, Pharmacy, Bank,
and Local CLSC

For more information
call Caldwell Residences

5750 Lemieux Ave
Montreal

514-737-7774
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What does it mean to be an executor?
Financial
Fitness
Deborah Leahy
Someday a family member or friend
may ask permission to appoint you
as executor of their estate. Or you
may call on somebody to act as executor of your will. Before you take
on the task-or assign it to someonebe sure you know what it means to
be an executor.
An executor is a legal representative named in a will to handle an
estate when someone dies. Depending
on the size and complexity of the
estate and the deceased person’s
financial affairs, acting as executor
can be difficult and time-consuming.
Just some of the duties of an executor
• Find, read and interpret the will.
• Help with funeral arrangements.
• Locate and deal with beneficiaries named in the will.
• Prepare an inventory of the
deceased’s assets and liabilities. These
can include everything from loans
to jewelry to real estate. Often the
executor must locate items.
• Deal with financial institutions
and contacts-including banks, insurance companies and pension plans.
• Distribute assets as specified in
the will. This may involve selling
real estate or other property if cash
bequests are specified.
• Pay debts and estate expenses.
• Place advertisements to find
creditors.
• Apply for Quebec Pension Plan
survivor benefits.
• File the deceased’s final income
tax return.
Some of these tasks require
financial skills. And at the very least,
considerable people skills may be
involved at a time when relatives are
bereaved.
The good news is that an executor
might not have to do all of this alone.

In most provinces the executor is
allowed to hire professional help
without the permission of the family
or beneficiaries. Lawyers, accountants,
trust companies and other professionals act as estate agents and are
paid out of the compensation the
executor receives.
Individuals often perform executor duties without compensation.
However, provincial laws generally
allow people or trust companies to
charge for executor services.
Minimum specified compensation
is generally based on the value of
the estate.
A close, trusted family member or
friend is often a good choice as executor.
But if you’re being asked, consider
whether you have the proper skills
and a good relationship with the
family and beneficiaries. If you’re
appointing an executor, consider the
same qualifications. If family conflicts
are possible, a non-family member
may be the best choice for executor.
It’s also best that an executor not live
out of town, or considerable travel
and inconvenience could result.
Before anyone agrees to be an executor, it’s essential that the person
drafting the will and the potential
representative meet to discuss what’s
involved. A financial advisor can help
clarify issues at this stage-so it’s clear
to everyone what the duties will be.
Once an executor is appointed,
that person should not only be
familiar with the person’s financial
affairs, but know where financial
records and other important documents are kept. This will make the
job easier and ensure beneficiaries
receive bequests as soon as possible.
Your lawyer, notary or financial
advisor can answer any questions
you might have about acting as
an executor.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment
Advisor with Edward Jones
Member CIPF
deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

Tel-Aide seeks committed retirees
Irwin Block
In her new job as director general
of Tel-Aide, broadcaster-journalist
Anne Lagacé Dowson is eager to get
the word out – the free, non-judgmental listening service is there for
you, and volunteers are needed to
help it continue its essential role.
Among her immediate challenges is
to publicize the fact that Tel-Aide is
the oldest crisis line in Montreal, and
the only one that functions 24 hours a
day in English and French.
Equally important is to recruit “a
new generation of active listeners,”
who can continue to offer what TelAide demands of its volunteers – an
empathetic, authentic, and respectful
ear to those who call.
Founded in January, 1971, TelAide’s philosophy reflects the approach of American psychologist
Carl Rogers, who emphasized active
listening to reach the potential for
good in all of us.
“There are no judgments, simply intelligent and supportive listening for
people who are having a hard time,”
Lagacé Dowson said.
At the moment, about 120 listeners
are staffing the service with four telephone lines at its offices near the Guy

metro, but Tel-Aide needs about
100 more volunteers, particularly
English speakers. Those who complete the training are expected to be
available eight hours a month.
After an initial interview, applicants
will undergo a training program by
peers with expertise in active listening. They include social workers and
psychologists.
The volunteers are asked to “simply
provide a friendly sounding board for
people who are sinking down under
anxiety and stress,” Lagacé Dowson said.
“The ideal recruit is an active retiree,
someone who’s got lot on the ball, and
energy, and is available to do shifts of
four hours. It requires a certain level
of commitment, and an intellectual
structure that allows you to internalize and understand our mission.”
After training over three days for
a total of about 25 hours – the next
sessions starts in May – volunteers
are supported in three shifts and
then handle three shifts on their own
before joining the team.
“We’re there as bridge people to the
next phase, to make people feel that
they are not alone, which is critical.”
If you feel isolated or lonely, or
want to volunteer at Tel-Aide, call
514-935-1105.

Considering A Transition From Home?
Our Team Will Be By Your Side Every Step of the Way!
Retirement home search- FREE of charge, no
obligations
Independent Living, Assisted Living, Memory Care
Organizing and accompanying your family on
tours
Proactive search for future needs or immediate
placement

About Us

Turn- key home sale transaction
Maximizing the value of your home
Downsizing and transition support
Home upgrades and repairs

Matt Del Vecchio, owner of Lianas Services

Stefanie Cadou, Residential Real

Senior Transition Support; Certified Professional

Estate Broker with Royal Lepage

Consultant on Aging; Host of “Life Unrehearsed”

Village and Senior Transition

on CJAD800 every Sunday at 4:00pm.

Specialist.

Call us today, for a FREE no obligation consultation
www.lianasservices.com
mdelvecchio@lianasservices.com

514-622-8074
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Another defeat for the notion of ‘never again’
World View
Michael Carin
Gracious, affordable assisted living
in a historic setting.

Come home to Fulford

1221 Guy St.

fulford@fulfordresidence.com
www.fulfordresidence.com
Tel: 514-933-7975
Fax: 514-933-3773

Senior Residence

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere
• Fully Renovated apartments

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

A NO-COMPROMISE RETIREMENT

AT MANOIR PIERREFONDS

You might think some events in history would
resonate forever, and that the whole of humanity
would find it taboo to allow such events to recede
from memory. At least one atrocity during the 20th
century was so vast, so evil, so shattering to humanity’s mind and soul, you might think that teaching
schoolchildren about it would remain an enduring
priority in every educational system on earth. Well,
think again.
The world recently marked the 75th anniversary of
the liberation of Auschwitz. During the weeks before
and after the milestone, surveys were conducted to
assess public awareness of the Holocaust. The results
were dispiriting. In both Europe and North America
large numbers of people, most conspicuously the
young, admitted to little or no knowledge of the
Nazi death camps. Many were unaware that Hitler’s
Germany had murdered six million Jews.
In the United States nearly half of the millennial
generation cannot name a Holocaust death camp. In
France the number of equally oblivious millennials
rises to a staggering 69 percent. If similar polls were
conducted in Asia, Africa and South America the results would likely reveal even profounder depths of
ignorance.
The genocide of innocents by means of industrial
scale extermination took place less than 80 years ago.
Yet the stain on civilization is already beginning to
fade from the collective consciousness. We do not
require surveys to reveal the amnesia. We need only
recall the world’s infirmity when post-Holocaust
episodes of barbarism erupted in Cambodia, Rwanda
and Sudan, to name only the most terrible. At this very
moment we need only look at what is happening to a
people called the Uighurs.
In China’s northwestern province of Xinjiang,

At Manoir Pierrefonds, we have your wellbeing at heart. That is why we are offering
semi-autonomous seniors, beautiful studios
equipped with a kitchenette, and a large
balcony from where they can admire the
amazing view. We also have care units where
seniors with reduced autonomy receive
excellent care adapted to their specific needs.

OUR STUDIOS INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING SERVICES:
•
•
•
•
•

Daily meals
Patient care attendants 24h/7
Nursing assistant 7/7
Doctor by appointment
Weekly housekeeping

CONTACT US TODAY TO DISCUSS YOUR
NEEDS. WE LOOK FORWARD TO
MEETING YOU!

Do you like to sing?

514 626-6651

manoirpierrefonds.com | info@manoirpierrefonds.com
18465 Gouin Boulevard West, Pierrefonds (QC) H9K 1A6

SUBSIDIARY OF
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upwards of a million members of the Uighur
ethnic minority are being held in ‘re-education camps.’ These places are not camps and
they have nothing to do with education. They
are heavily policed indoctrination factories,
indistinguishable from Orwellian prisons.
None of the inmates have been charged with
actual crimes, nor do they have any recourse
to legal process. Why then are they being
singled out and systematically stripped of
their ethnicity?
It is because the Uighurs were born Muslim; they speak Turkic; they attend mosques;
they exchange texts with Quranic verses.
Chinese authorities cite counter-terrorism
and the need for ‘social stability’ to excuse the
oppression. In reality the autocratic rulers of
China – xenophobes and racial supremacists,
Beijing style – regard the Uighurs as a threat
simply for practicing their religion. The
aliens must be ideologically purified. Such
arbitrary persecution amounts to something
worse than a violation of human rights. It
points to a campaign of cultural liquidation.
This brings us to the connection between
the plight of the Uighurs and those painful
polls about Holocaust illiteracy. If schoolkids
everywhere were taught enough history,
mass demonstrations against Chinese
fascism would be raging regularly in world
capitals. The tragedy overcoming the
Uighurs would produce something louder
than the so far muted response of the
international community. The Uighurs
would have a Greta Thunberg on their side,
shaming the world into taking action.
I mention Greta Thunberg because she has
been exposed to knowledge; she has been
led to sensitivity and enlightenment. Think
about it. Climate change is a hot-button issue
in every classroom in the world right now.
Greta, the wonder girl from Sweden who
galvanizes opposition to global warming, is
responding to what she has learned. When
it comes to applying the universal lessons of
the Holocaust, however, our educators and
politicians have insufficiently taught.
If they had made millennials properly
mindful of past atrocities, legions of Gretas
would today be marching on behalf of the
tyrannized Uighurs.
History. Remembrance. Education. Add
them together and you nurture tolerance in
people. You empower them to despise discrimination. You equip them with the tools,
wisdom and spirit to render ‘never again’
more than an impotent slogan.
Michael Carin’s most recent book,
Guilty Men, can be previewed at
www.trumpguiltymen.com

The Montreal West-End Operatic Society
is looking for new singers, both novice and
experienced, of all voices. We sing opera,
Gilbert & Sullivan, Broadway, classical and
popular. Rehearsals Thursday evenings in
NDG production@mwos.org

Ah borders! They never were much fun

sleep the whole night. I was anxious
because I did not know when the
bus would arrive from New York so
I could return home. The last hour
was terrible because they could have
kept me there for as long as they
wanted. The bus arrived about 7am.
Was I relieved!
Back in Montreal I went to the
American consulate where I saw

Syd Barsky

It was my last year in high school
and I had to decide where to attend university. I was talking to
my Aunt Minnie in New York and
got the idea of attending university
there. I decided to go to New York
and investigate the situation and
stay with her.
I wrote away for brochures to take
with me. It must have been in 1947
when I was 17. I was visiting my
sister in Montreal so it was convenient
to cross the border there.
I bought my bus ticket and headed
off to New York by myself. When
we got to the border, the customs
officer got on the bus and asked for
ID. I had my birth certificate with
me, which showed that my parents
came to Canada from Russia.
The officer looked at me and told
me to follow him into the office.
When we got there, he questioned
me and said he did not believe me.
For some reason I got mad and
threw the brochures on the desk. I
guess he did not like my attitude. He
was clearly angry with me. I think it
was a combination of the Russian
origin and my being a little bold.

Sydney Barsky at 17

I realized that the bus was leaving
for New York. He told me I was
not going to New York. After some
discussion, I was given the option
of staying on the American side or
going back to the Canadian side.
I opted for the American side.
Who knows what I was thinking?
They took me up to the second floor
where there were jail cells. I was told
to go into one of them and after
I went in, I heard the lock going
“click.” I almost had a fit. That was
not what I’d expected — spending the night in jail. I think I didn’t

an agent and in about two minutes
I was given permission to go to the
U.S. I decided not to go. I didn’t
want to take any chances, no matter
how small, of ending up in a jail cell.
Sydney Barsky lives in Pierrefonds
and is the retired owner of Marché
du Cadre, a framing warehouse in
Dorval. He graduated from the University of Manitoba with a B.Sc.

INCOME TAX
/ IMPÔT

• In home service,
all year support
• Fill out government
forms
• Accounting service
1061 Decarie, Suite 202

Saint-Laurent

Calina Bao, CPA, CGA

514-748-8765
20170731-KingDavid-SeniorTimes-Ad-VF.pdf
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WEST ISLAND

Chartwell Manoir Kirkland

Château Pierrefonds

Phone: 514-695-1253 • Cell: 438-831-1364
Contact: Heidi Wise (Retirement Living Consultant)
Email: hwise@chartwell.com
Capacity: 182 apartments
Care: independent living, nursing supervision
and care services
Security: 24 hour emergency call system,
24 hour cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits, nursing care 7 days
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, library,
mall, clinic
Services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: concerts, dances, outings, exercise,
aqua-fitness, crafts, internet, Tai Chi
Onsite: heated indoor pool, home theatre, library,
pool table, convenience store, award winning
garden, indoor parking
Food: choice of menu and meal packages
Housekeeping: laundry and housekeeping
Chapel: liturgical services

Phone: 514-626-2300 • Fax: 514-696-8910
Email: info@chateaupierrefonds.com
Contact: Monique or Pierre Laplante
Capacity: 117
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous, short/
long term, convalescence, respite, special units for
Alzheimer’s
Security: alarm & sprinkler systems,
call bells, cameras
Housekeeping: daily
Nearby: bus, CLSC, pharmacy, library, parks
Medical: doctor 1/wk, LPN 7/wk, 24hr nurse’s aide
Services: banking, manicure/pedicure,
laundry, hairdresser
Activities: animator, outings, exercise, music,
games, pet therapy, dog on site
Food: 3 first class meals, plus 2 snacks
Price: from $2900

2 Canvin, Kirkland

15928 Gouin W, Ste-Geneviève

Chartwell Le Wellesley

Villa Beaurepaire

Phone: 514-697-7331 • Cell: 514-209-3465
Contact: Viviane Meslage
(Retirement Living Consultant)
Email: vmeslage@chartwell.com
Capacity: 157 apartments
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous living, nursing
supervision and care services
Security: call bells, alarm, 24 hr cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits, nursing care 7 days
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacies, library, malls
Services: manicure, hairdresser, foot clinic
Activities: animator, concerts, dances, exercise,
bridge, outings, art, teatime
Onsite: pub / bistro, library, pool table, convenience
store, pharmacy
Food: continuous service, choice of menu and meal
packages
Housekeeping: included
Chapel: liturgical services and transportation to
Sunday services

Phone: 514-697-0123 • Fax: 514-697-9047
Email: bureau@villabeaurepaire.com
Website: www.villabeaurepaire.com
Contact person: Mary Stuart
Capacity: 50 apts (studios 3½, 4½)
Care: autonomous and semi-autonomous
Security: cameras at entrances
Nearby: Beaurepaire Village, restaurants, pharmacy,
boutiques, bus stop, Lake St. Louis
Services: Building manager, janitor, activities,
laundry rooms, terrace, parking
Included: heat, hot water, electricity and cable.
Elevator, balconies or terrace
Food: Lunch daily Mon. to Fri. included and served in
our dining room.
Pets: Indoor cats only, no dogs
Price: Studio $1,165, 1-bdrm $1,375,
2-bdrm $1,504 (additional charge for 2nd person)
rental subsidies available

230 Hymus, Pointe Claire

NEW BRUNSWICK

Residence CHSLD HERRON
2400 Herron Rd., Dorval

Phone: 514-700-6885
Contact: Tina Pettinicchi
Email: info@chsldherron.com
Website: residenceherron.com
Care: semi-autonomous
Security: attendant 24/7
Medical: on-site doctor available,
nursing assistant 7days / wk
Services: weekly housekeeping service
Activities: 7 / week
Food: 3 meals / day
Price: $3300 / month

Volunteer West Island
It’s about time
to help others.
cabvwi.org

Manoir Pierrefonds /
Residence Victoria

18465 Gouin W, Montreal

Phone: 514-626-6651
Contact: Andrei Stanica
Email: astanica@manoirpierrefonds.com
Capacity: 186
Care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
assisted living
Security: call bells, security alarms,
24hr surveillance, cameras
Medical: doctor weekly, auxiliary nurse 7 days/7
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, convenience store
Paid services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: games, pool table, outings, cinema,
outdoor pool, petanque
Food: dining room
Housekeeping: weekly
Religious services: Catholic, chapel
Price: starting at $1400

Retirement Miramichi Inc.

470 Ironmen Rd., Miramichi, N.B.

Phone: 888-844-2001 • Fax: 1-506-773-0822
Website: www.retirenb.ca
Contact: Martin McIntyre
Care: autonomous • Security: fire alarms
Nearby: bus, pharmacy, pool, gym, library, mall
Services: lawn mowing, driveway snow removal
Activities: outings, exercise, music, games,
on-site social centre
Religious services: facilities nearby
Pets: all pets allowed
Price: starting at $612

23 Fieldfare, Beaconsfield

ELDER AIDE
ASSOCIATES
A network of
professionals
providing services
in social work,
senior relocation,
real estate,
accounting,
financial planning
and legal matters at
reasonable rates.
Group information
sessions

438-390-3705

The greatest gift you can
offer future generations is
a life without pain
Fund the cure today

arthritis.ca
514.846.8840
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Derek, 11
Living with
Childhood Arthritis

GUIDE TO MONTREAL RESIDENCES
SNOWDON

CÔTE ST. LUC

WESTMOUNT

Caldwell Residences

Le King David

Place Kensington

Manoir Westmount

Phone: 514-737-7774
Email: sheryl@caldwellresidences.com
wilma@caldwellresidences.com
Contact: Sheryl Besner/Wilma Magonet
Capacity: 650
Care: autonomous
Security: cameras/monitors
Medical: CLSC services available
Amenities nearby: metro, CLSC, mall
Activities: animator, exercise, choir, library,
discussions, outings
Food: no meals
Housekeeping: upon request
Price: according to income

Phone: 514-486-1157 Fax: 514-486-1837
Email: anna@lekingdavid.com
Contact: Anna Mylonas • Capacity: 120
Care: autonomous, individualized care, assisted
living, short/long stay – convalescence or respite
Security: reception desk with monitors 24/7,
surveillance cameras, emergency call bells
Medical: Doctor weekly, infirmary on site, nurses
have direct line to doctor Mon.-Fri., RNAs & care aides.
Nearby: CLSC, pharmacy, shopping, library, banks
Services: Numerous amenities, incl. hairdresser,
podiatrist, massage and physio-therapist
Activities: Fitness, social events, daily programs and
activities, lectures, movies, bridge, gardening, weekly
live musical events.
Food: 3 meals a day, afternoon tea daily, focus on
nutrition, special dietary requirements, MK certified
Housekeeping: Daily, laundry included
Chapel: Synagogue and services on site

Phone: 514-935-1212 • Fax: 514-989-1009
Email: info@placekensington.com
Contact: Pamela Hendy or Sylvia Zagury
Capacity: fully renovated apartments, 180 units
Medical: doctor on call, nurse 24/7
Care: autonomous, light care, assisted living
Security: alarms, call bells, monitors, sprinklers,
doorman
Nearby: metro, CLSC, pool, plaza, hospitals, stores,
churches, synagogues
Services: physiotherapist, pharmacist, manicure,
hairdresser, podiatrist
Activities: concerts, aquafit, games, fitness, movies,
lectures, outings
Food: 3 meals a day
Chapel: all denominations
Housekeeping: weekly, laundry facilities
Price: $3,700-$6,500

Phone: 514-937-3943
Fax: 514-937-3946
Email: tomthompson@manoirwestmount.ca
Contact: Cathy Barogiannis
Capacity: 125
Care: autonomous
Security: 24hr receptionist/security
Medical: 24hr health care professional
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, shopping, pharmacy, banks
Services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser, bank
Activities: full time animator, games, outings,
concerts, speakers
Food: 3 meals a day included
Housekeeping: included daily
Chapel: all denominations
Price: from $2,080

OUTREMONT

VILLE ST. LAURENT

5555 Trent, Côte St Luc

5750 Lemieux #116, Montreal

DOWNTOWN

Fulford Residence
1221 Guy, Montreal

Phone: 514-933-7975
Fax: 514-933-3773
Email: fulford@fulfordresidence.com
Website: www.fulfordresidence.com
Contact: Marie-France Lacoste
Capacity: 38
Security: alarms, call bells, camera
Care: independent, assisted living
Medical: doctor 2 days/wk & on call, nurse 7 days/wk
Nearby: Guy-Concordia metro, CLSC, pharmacy
Services: hairdresser, manicure, foot care
Activities: bingo, outings, music, exercise, speakers,
painting, games, crafts
Food: 3 meals a day, plus tea and snacks
Housekeeping: daily, laundry included
Chapel: Catholic and Anglican on site
Price: starting at $2800

St. Raphael Palliative Care Home
and Day Centre
6005 Deacon Rd, Montreal

Phone: 514-736-2001 • Fax: 438-375-6947
Email: info@maisonstraphael.org
Contact: Kim Cavener
Capacity: 12 beds and day centre 20 guests with life
limiting illness and their caregivers
Care: palliative care and support services
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24/hr surveillance,
cameras, no doorman
Medical: doctor, nurse, nurse’s aid, weekly,
on call or 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy, library
Activities: art, music, massage, physio
Food: meals included • Housekeeping: included
Religious services: all available
Pets: yes • Price: free of charge

4430 Ste Catherine W, Montreal

4646 Sherbrooke W, Westmount

LASALLE

Manoir de Casson

Tanya’s Hospitality House

Phone: 514-748-1396
Fax: 514-748-0869
Web: retirementconcepts.com/homes/manoir-de-casson/
Contact: Community Relations Manager
Capacity: 179 units, studios, 1 & 2 bdrm apts
Care: independent living
Included: full kitchens, large bathrooms, electricity,
hot water, basic cable, leisure activities
Security: emergency call bells
Amenities: heated pool, whirlpool, outdoor terrace,
chapel, movie theater, library
Services: 24-hour reception. 24/7 care staff
Price: According to size apt and plan of services

Phone: 514 467-4672
Email: tanyaclarke101@hotmail.com
Contact: Tanya Callender
Capacity: 7 to 14
Care: autonomous
Security: fire extinguishers and smoke detectors on
every floor
Nearby: Champlain Mall,(IGA, Super C, Dollarama,
Cineplex Odeon and more)
Activities: games, exercise class, movie night
Food: lunch and dinner included
Housekeeping: laundry services weekly
Religious services: Anglican, Catholic, Pentecostal
churches, Sikh temple nearby
Pets: no • Price: $2000 monthly

775 Muir, St. Laurent

697 & 699 43rd Ave. Lasalle

Professional
Reliable
Personalized
•
•
•
•

Cleaning
Home Care
Accompaniment
Respite

Some services
subsidized by RAMQ

formerly known as
Coup de balai |
Clean Sweepers

Service provider for:

Respite care financed by:

call now
You care for them,
we care for you.

514 484.4266

www.servicescdbadomicile.com
theseniortimes.com
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GUIDE TO LE GROUPE MAURICE

Les Jardins Millen

Ambiance Île-des-Soeurs

Les Verrières du Golf

2400 des Nations, Saint-Laurent

800 Gagné, LaSalle

Phone: 514-334-5757 • Fax: 514-334-6767
Email: rl@lesjardinsmillen.com
Website: lesjardinsmillen.com
Capacity: 309 service apts, 27 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-331-2003 • Fax: 514-331-2266
Email: rl@lesverrieresdugolf.com
Website: lesverrieresdugolf.com
Capacity: 235 service apts, 8 care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-364-0004 • Fax: 514-364-1110
Email: rl@lecavalierlasalle.com
Website: lecavalierlasalle.com
Capacity: 269 service apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

ORA

Le 22

50 Place du Commerce, Île-des-Sœurs

1500 Jacques-Casault, Montreal

4400, Jean-Talon E

Phone: 514-768-2888 • Fax: 514-768-3113
Email: rl@ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Website: ambianceiledessoeurs.com
Capacity: 204 service apts, 48 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-370-8787 • Fax: 514-370-8529
Email: info@residenceora.com
Website: residenceora.com
Capacity: 363 service apts, 25 condos,
21 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-372-3838 • Fax: 514-373-9797
Email: rl@residencele22.com
Website: residencele22.com
Capacity: 317 services apt, 20 signature care studios,
4 signature care apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Lilo

Le Cavalier

10,800 Millen Ave, Montreal

L’Image D’Outremont

Le Felix Vaudreuil-Dorion

Vent de L’Ouest

4500 Jacques-Bizard Blvd, Sainte-Geneviève
Phone: 514-620-4666 • Fax: 514-620-8666
Email: rl@ventdelouest.com
Website: ventdelouest.com
Capacity: 206 service apts, 38 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Le Savignon

105 Boul Don Quichotte, Île-Perrot

1040 Rockland Ave, Outremont

3223 De la Gare Blvd, Vaudreuil-Dorion

3111 Victoria, Lachine

Phone: 514-646-8008 • Fax: 514-646-8009
Email: rl@residencelilo.com
Website: residencelilo.com
Capacity: 287 service apts, 23 signature care studios
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-948-1040 • Fax: 514-948-5563
Email: rl@limagedoutremont.com
Website: limagedoutremont.com
Capacity: 119 service apts, 33 signature care studios,
21 signature apts
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 450-455-7889 • Fax: 450-455-7813
Email: rl@lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Website: lefelixvaudreuildorion.com
Capacity: 208 service apts, 27 signature care studios,
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply

Phone: 514-634-4646 • Fax: 514-634-4242
Email: rl@lesavignon.com
Website: lesavignon.com
Capacity: 324 units (248 apts, 59 condos, 17 care units)
Care: autonomous with à la carte services, short &
long-term stays, convalescence, loss of autonomy
Security: secured access with electronic key system,
camera surveillance, emergency call system
Medical: nursing personnel 24/7
Activities: daily program, outings,
recreation specialist
Food: full dining room service available à la carte
Housekeeping: à la carte, included in care studios
Pets: small pets allowed, certain conditions apply
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Stay vigilant once they’ve moved in
Barbara Moser

Once your parent has moved into
an assisted living or full-care residence, your responsibilities for
caring for them should continue.
But once everyone settles down
and settles in, you’ll be thankful
your family took this major step.
My mother-in-law did not want to
move into a residence. It took a fall
to convince her. The move wasn’t
easy. But once she was ensconced at
the West Hill residence in NDG, her
worries and fears subsided.
At home she had scraps of paper
to help her remember appointments
and medications. She wrote down
when we would pick her up for
Sunday brunch and when we would
be leaving for a trip — and returning. She valued her memory and her
autonomy.
But when we left town there were
problems. She was lonely without us.
If she became ill, she worried about
not being able to get to the doctor.
Eventually we hired a social worker
to look in on her when we weren’t
around. When we did take her to the
doctor and sometimes to the ER, it
was a difficult process.
It took her a while to adjust but
she is now carefree in regards to
appointments and medication. A
doctor visits her regularly and prescribes medication and tests without her ever having to leave the
residence. By the way, Ruth will turn
102 March 12!
Continue to be vigilant about
changes in health and demeanor
even though your parent is in a residence. My mother, who died several
years ago, was in a small residence.
They didn’t take me seriously, the
doctor didn’t react, and my mother
died of sepsis because of an untreated infection. She had looked
listless to me. The owner of the

residence wrote this off as “Oh Eva
gets like that sometimes.”
I didn’t insist that she be taken to
the hospital so she wasn’t — until it
was too late. She did have Alzheimer’s but in my experience, these are
the most troublesome cases. People
with Alzheimer’s can’t complain. If
the caregiver or doctor doesn’t take
note of small changes, it could be
dangerous. Imagine yourself suffering physically and not knowing how
to get help.
In Ruth’s case I noticed her ankles
were so swollen she couldn’t get her
boots on. She ended up in the hospital for treatment. The culprit? Too
much salt in the almonds we would
bring her. So be vigilant when you
notice health issues and other mood
changes. They can be significant.
About the food: people think they
could never give up cooking or eating a certain food. But they do! Ruth
enjoys the meals in her residence
now. Her complaints about the food
the first week were quickly resolved
and she has got used to eating
dessert which she denied herself
when she lived alone.
Be ready to take on additional
responsibilities you didn’t have
when your parent was at home
such as managing finances, paying
the bills, income tax, and getting a
power-of-attorney and/or mandate
if you don’t already have one. But
you will be freed from the stress of
last minute emergencies and costs
associated with them.
By the way, Mon Petit Monde
(Richard’s ad is on p. 15) is a less
expensive and reliable option for
incontinence products. Find people
you can trust to make your life and
your parent’s life easier.
Above all, relax in the knowledge
that although it wasn’t easy, your
parent is getting the love, care, and
attention they well deserve.

HORIZON RETIREMENT RESIDENCES

Les Jardins Gordon

Château Dollard

Phone: 514-766-2858 • Fax: 514-766-8701
Email: dga@jardinsgordon.com
Contact: Kathy Bertrand • Capacity: 99 units
Level of care: autonomous, semi-autonomous
Security: cameras, call bells
Medical: nurse and nurse’s aide 7 days a week,
doctor once a week
Nearby: CLSC, hospital, pharmacy
Paid services: hairdresser, once every 2 weeks
Activities: animator, daily activities, birthday party
for the residents each month
Food: included, 3 meals/day plus 2 snacks
Housekeeping: weekly with laundry included
Religious services: every Wednesday
Pets: no • Price: starting at $1710

Phone: 514-685-4444 • Fax: 514-685-2956
Email: tpoce@chateaudollard.com or
gina.luci@chateaudollard.com
Contact: Gina Luci or Teresa Poce
Capacity: 122 apartments
Level of care: semi-autonomous, assisted living,
nursing care, convalescence, Alzheimer’s Unit
Security: call bells, security alarms, sprinklers,
24 hour surveillance, cameras
Medical: doctor visits weekly, registered nursing
assistance 24/7, care professionals 24/7
Nearby: CLSC, Hospital, library, pharmacy, mall
Paid services: manicures and pedicures, hairdresser
Activities: animator, games, daily exercise classes,
bingo, music
Food: included 3 meals daily, 2 snacks
Housekeeping: weekly housekeeping and laundry
services included
Religious services: weekly Catholic services
Pets: no • Price: starting at $2820

1050 Gordon, Verdun

1055 rue Tecumseh, DDO

Les Habitations Pelletier

11519 Pelletier Ave., Montreal North

Phone: 514-323-3869 • Fax: 514-323-8823
Email: location@leshabitationspelletier.com
Capacity: 228
Level of care: autonomous and semi-autonomous
Security: call bells, security alarms,
24 hr. surveillance cameras
Medical: nurses’ aide, caregivers, nurse
Nearby: pharmacy, library, parks
Paid services: hairdresser, manicure, pedicure
Activities: animator, games, outings
Food: 2 meals per day not included
Housekeeping: not included. 1x per week,
2x per month, 1x per month
Pets: no
Price: starting at $1090

Résidence L’Alto

1700 Saint-Louis, St. Laurent

Phone: 514-747-6776 • Fax: 514-747-9878
Email: location@residencelalto.com
Contact: Jennifer Donovan • Capacity: 239
Level of care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
assisted living, memory care
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24 hr.
surveillance, cameras
Medical: weekly doctor visits, nurse technician,
nurses’ aide 24/7
Nearby: library, du College Metro, pharmacy
Paid services: manicure, pedicure, hairdresser
Activities: animator, games, thematic brunches
Food: 2 meals available not included
Housekeeping: weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, not
included • Pets: no
Price: starting at $1495, care starting at $3500

Héritage Plateau

310 Rachel St. E., Montreal

Phone: 514-866-5555 ext : 164
Fax: 514-281-8587
Email: location@heritageplateau.com
Contact: Linda Boudreau • Capacity: 123 units
Level of care: semi-autonomous & non-autonomous
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24hr reception,
24hr surveillance, cameras
Medical: bi-weekly doctor visits, 24/24 hrs a day of
nursing assistants, nursing aides
Nearby: hospital, church, buses and metro
Paid services: hairdresser and foot care
Activities: animator and a monthly activity calendar
Food: three meals & 2 snacks included in our package
Housekeeping: laundry & bed sheet changing once
a week: included in our package
Religious services: Catholic mass every Saturday
afternoon
Pets: no pets allowed but pet therapy is included
Price: starting at $2150 for our packages (not
including any additional care services)
theseniortimes.com

Villagia de l’Île Paton

25 Promenade des Îles, Laval

Phone: 450-681-2600 • Fax: 450-681-2641
Email: locations@villagia.ca
Contact: Bernard Filippi • Capacity: 281
Level of care: autonomous, semi-autonomous,
assisted living, nursing care, respite, convalescence
Security: call bells, security alarms, 24hr surveillance, cameras • Pets: no
Medical: doctor weekly, nurse and nurse’s aide 24/7
Nearby: hospital, pharmacy, library, parks
Paid services: podiatrist, manicure, pedicure,
hairdresser, massage therapist
Activities: animator, outings, games, daily activities,
virtual golf • Food: 3 meals a day, not included
Housekeeping: once or twice a month, not included
Price: starting at $2045, care starting at $3499
March 2020
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GUIDE TO LES RÉSIDENCES SOLEIL
Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Plaza

Les Residences Soleil
Les Residences Soleil
Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Brossard (Phase I & II) Manoir Dollard-des-Ormeaux Pointe-aux-Trembles

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir du Musée

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Granby

8080 St-Laurent Blvd. Brossard
Phone: 450-672-3737 • Fax: 450-671-1661
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Dominique Bergeron
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite, Capacity: 470+366
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
convalescence
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical
care and services “à la carte”
clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: private access Metro Sherbrooke,
Nearby: on the St. Lawrence River, grocery,
grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, blvd de Rome, park
downtown, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, caféIndoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
bistro, convenience store, restaurant
café-bistro, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-golf,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-golf,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
hammam, darts, ping-pong, carpentry, poker
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site
Chapel: place of worship on site

505 Sherbrooke E, Montreal
Phone: 514-508-0708 • Fax: 514-507-9508
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Maxence de Boissezon • Capacity: 417

245 Frontenac, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1938 Fax: 819-348-9966
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Gilles Lavoie • Capacity: 197
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, banks, mall, shuttle, park,
Magog River dam
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, petanque,
piano, craft, shuffle board
Food: mealspackages, 3-2-1 meal a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry

Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir St-Laurent

235 Denison E, Granby
Phone: 450-378-4400 Fax: 450-378-8359
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Véronique Beaulieu, Céline Cloutier
Capacity: 322 • Care: autonomous,
assisted, light care, respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”, care unit
Nearby: grocery, banks, mall, shuttle, park,
Boivin Lake, bike path
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, petanque,
piano, craft, shuffleboard
Food: meals packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

115 Deguire, St. Laurent, Mtl
Phone: 514-332-3434 • Fax: 514-332-8343
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Monique Lussier
Capacity: 277 • Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors,
call bells, receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7,
medical clinic, care and services “à la carte”, care unit
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo, library,
exercise, billiards, craft, shuffleboard, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

53 Hasting, D.D.O., Mtl
Phone: 514-620-4522 • Fax: 514-620-4114
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sylvie Perras • Capacity: 178
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
blvd Saint-Jean
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, craft,
petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

13900 Notre-Dame E, P.A.T., Mtl
Phone: 514-642-2234 • Fax: 514-642-5115
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Pierre Fortin
Capacity: 475
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, on
the St. Laurent River, park
Services: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, bingo,
library, exercise, billiards, cinema, petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

7650 Lespinay, St-Léonard, Mtl
Phone: 514-255-9298 • Fax: 514-255-9986
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Sylvie Simoneau • Capacity: 572
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor
visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical
clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall,
shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, movie
theater, craft
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sainte-Julie

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sorel

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Sherbrooke

1975 du Fer-à-cheval, Sainte-Julie
Phone: 450-922-9000 • Fax: 450-922-9010
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Alain Crevier
Capacity: 500
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, park, Mont Saint-Bruno
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
café-bistro, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, movie theater, mini-golf,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Mont St-Hilaire

550 Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Mont-Saint-Hilaire
Phone: 450-467-8209 • Fax: 450-467-0404
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Clodine Fortin • Capacity: 327
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors, call
bells, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor visit,
attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, St-Hilaire Mountain
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo, library,
exercise, billiards, craft, petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site
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Les Residences Soleil
Manoir St-Léonard

71 George, Sorel-Tracy
Phone: 450-742-3303 • Fax: 450-742-1668
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Caroline Mercier
Capacity: 117
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or
auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle,
Royal Square
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, movie theatre,
craft, shuffleboard
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Laval

1455 de l’Avenir, Laval
Phone: 450-629-0019 • Fax: 450-629-0119
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Jean-François Dallaire • Capacity: 729
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care, respite,
convalescence • Security: alarms, monitors, call
bells, receptionist on site 24/7 • Medical: doctor visit,
attendant or auxiliary 24/7, medical clinic, care and
services “à la carte” • Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks,
mall, shuttle, Metro Montmorency
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, café-bistro,
convenience store • Activities: animation, outings,
pool, spa, bingo, library, movie theater, mini-golf,
bowling alley, craft, golf simulator
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

1150 Quatre Saisons, Sherbrooke
Phone: 819-822-1038 • Fax: 819-822-1681
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Gilles Lavoie • Capacity: 456
Care: autonomous, assisted, light care,
respite, convalescence
Security: alarms, monitors, call bells,
receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary
24/7, medical clinic, care and services “à la
carte” , care unit
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon,
convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa,
bingo, library, exercise, billiards, craft,
petanque, piano
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

Les Residences Soleil
Manoir Boucherville

549 de Verrazano, Boucherville
Phone: 450-449-1516 • Fax: 450-449-1978
Email: info@residencessoleil.ca
Contact: Andréa Gauthier
Capacity: 194 • Care: autonomous, assisted, light
care, respite, convalescence • Security: alarms,
monitors, call bells, receptionist on site 24/7
Medical: doctor visit, attendant or auxiliary 24/7,
medical clinic, care and services “à la carte”
Nearby: grocery, CLSC, banks, mall, shuttle, park
Indoor: hairdresser & beauty salon, convenience store
Activities: animation, outings, pool, spa, bingo,
library, exercise, billiards, craft, petanque, cards
Food: meal packages, 3-2-1 meals a day
Housekeeping: bimonthly, weekly laundry
Chapel: place of worship on site

— broken down phonetically by
Babbel
1. Chernobyl (chair-nOHble) sight
of the nuclear accident in 1986
2. Eliud Kipchoge (EL-yood kipchOHg Kenyan long-distance runner
3. Flygskam (flEEg-skam)A Swedish term translated as ‘flight shame’
4. Greta Thunberg (grAY-tah
tOOn-bairk) Swedish environmental activist on climate change
5. Joaquin Phoenix (hwah-kEEn fEEnix) American actor and producer
6. Notre Dame (nOH-truh dAHm)

7. Rami Malek (rAH-mee mA-lik)
An American actor and producer
8. Tekashi 6ix9ine (te-kAH-shee
siks naYn) An American rapper and
songwriter
9. Tokimeku (toh-kee-mE-koo) A
Japanese word literally translated as
“to flutter” popularized by organizing guru Marie Kondo as an expression of the joy one feels when things
are neat and orderly
10. Typhoon Hagibis (tai-fOOn
hah-gEE-bis) A category five hurricane that hit Japan in October

Temple Emanu-El-Beth
Sholom’s March events

registration is encouraged. The book
to be discussed is The Beautiful
Possible by Amy Gottlieb.

Lunch Together
Tues., March 17, 11:30am: All You
Ever Wanted To Ask About Medical
Marijuana with Jenn Larry. Engaging
topics, stellar speakers, good food, and
good company. Come every month
or come when you can; come on your
own or with a friend. $8 for Temple
Members; $10 Friends of Temple.
Light lunch included.

2-hour CPR Course /
Choking Course
Tues., March 18, 6 - 8 pm
The course is geared to parents,
grandparents, caregivers, and babysitters. Materials included: course plan
and 1-year digital Certificate. Coffee, tea and water provided. You will
learn Choking (Adult, Child & Infant), CPR (Adult, Child & Infant),
Temple Book Club with
Theory, demonstration & practice on
Rabbi Ellen Greenspan
the mannequins. Advance registraWed., March 18, 4pm
The only requirement is that you have tion required. Member $40; Friends
read the book and take part in the dis- of Temple: $50. All events are at
cussion. Open to everyone. Advance 395 Elm Ave. in Westmount.

Bonnie Sandler, BSW
• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous, Assisted Living, Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

Residential Real Estate Broker
Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

514-497-3775

bonniesandler.com

MOVERS AND SHAKERS
PIANO TUNING
Fine tuning $88
Call / Text
514-206-0449

10 %
OFF

with
this ad.

• Professional, Competitive Prices
• 30 Years of Experience
• Member of ACQ
• Insured with no Deductibles to be paid
• Free Wardrobe Boxes & Mattress Covers
• 10% Discount for Seniors
Local, Long Distance, Pianos, Storage, etc...

Free Estimate 514-336-2654

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated

•
•
•
•

Reliable
Affordable
Licensed & insured
Local & long distance

514-735-8148

Pruning · Cabling
Tree Removal · Stump Removal

29

Contact us: 514 831 8733
arbo@strathmore.pro
strathmore.pro/arboriculture
Certified Tree Surgeon

• SNOW REMOVAL FROM ROOF
• DE-ICING
• REPAIRS GUARANTEED
• FULLY INSURED
• FREE ESTIMATE
ASPHALT • GRAVEL • SHINGLES
RBQ : 5721-5766-01

Call Benoit: 514-250-4811

DECEMBER SOLUTION

The ten most mispronounced words this year

WE DELIVER! • FIRST CLASS MAIL! • BRING US RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR.

Name:
Address:
City:
Postal Code:
Tel:

Prov:

Please make cheque or
money order payable to:
5890 Monkland Ave. #202
Montreal, QC H4A 1G2
or pay by
or

1 YEAR • 9 ISSUES + THE ANNUAL RESOURCE DIRECTORY

theseniortimes.com
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Tel: 514-484-5033
Fax: 514-484-8254
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Folksy etymologies may be fun but they’re rarely true
“The fact is, man is an etymological animal. He
abhors the vacuum of an unmeaning word. If it
seems lifeless, he reads a new soul into it, and often,
like an unskillful necromancer, spirits the wrong
soul into the wrong body.”
— Rev. A. Smythe Palmer, Folk Etymology, 1890
I was reminded of this quote upon receiving
this email from a reader asking about the
veracity of the following etymology he had read
on the Internet:
“In the 16th century, everything had to be transported by ship. It was also before commercial
fertilizer’s invention, so large shipments of
manure were common. It was shipped dry, because in dry form it weighed a lot less than when
wet, but once seawater hit it, it not only became
heavier, but the process of fermentation began
again, of which a by-product is methane. As the
stuff was stored below decks in bundles…methane began to build up and when someone came
below at night with a lantern, BOOM! Several
ships were destroyed before it was determined
just what was happening.
After that, the bundles of manure were always stamped with the term ‘Ship High In
Transit’, telling sailors to stow it high enough
off the lower decks so that any water that
came into the hold would not touch this
volatile cargo and start the production of
methane. Thus evolved the term ‘S.H.I.T,’ which
has come down through the centuries and is in
use to this very day.”
I answered my inquirer that this etymology
had about as much authenticity as saying that the
word was an acronym of the expression “Saddam
Hussein is Texan.” The word “shit” was rendered

The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
in Old English as shite which ultimately derives
from the Indo-European root skheid, (also the
source of the word schism) “to divide.”
One of the unpleasant duties of being a columnist called WordNerd is having the responsibility
of destroying someone’s favourite etymological
fairy tale. I’ve had to tell people that, alas, there
never existed a Doctor Condom of prophylactic fame, nor an unscrupulous 19th century New
York attorney named Scheuster of pettifogging renown, and although there indeed were a
19th century plumber named Thomas Crapper
and a 19th century profligate American general
named Joseph Hooker, that the words “crap” and
“hooker” predated these two gentlemen.
Folk etymologies that derive from acronyms
are even more popular than the eponymous variety. Ergo, I’ve had to correct those who claim
that the F word derives from the acronym “fornication under consent of the king” reflecting the
desire of some Middle Ages English monarch to
repopulate the land after it had been stricken by
the plague.
Another fanciful tale has the word deriving
from the expression “for unlawful carnal knowledge” because convicted adulterers were forced
to wear a badge admitting their crime of wantonness. F*** however, has no acronymic origin; rather its origin is Germanic. It is related to

words in several other Germanic languages, such
as Dutch, German and Swedish, that have sexual
meanings such as “to thrust” or “to strike.” One
folk etymology quite prevalent in Canada is that
“golf” received its name from the acronym “gentlemen only ladies forbidden,” from the days of
yore when the game was often restricted to men
at golf clubs Actually, the origin of “golf” predates
this bit of folklore by many centuries and derives
either from the Dutch kolf, “bat” or the Scottish
goulf, “to strike or cuff.”
It is commonly believed that the word “cop”
is an acronym for “constable on patrol” or
“constabulary of police” The word actually derives
from the verb “to cop” meaning “to capture” or
“to catch.” The word was first recorded in 1704
and was first used to refer to a policeman whose
function is to nab criminals in 1859.
Other acronymic etymological mythologies
include the word fad deriving from for a day
and SOS deriving from the supplication “save
our ship” or “save our souls.” In reality, the
former derives from a word found in some
English dialects that meant “to busy oneself with
trifles”; the letters SOS were chosen at the Radio
Telegraph Conference in 1906 because they are
easy to transmit in moments of stress. In Morse,
the code for S is three dots and that for O is three
dashes, so the distress call consists simply of the
alternating series (…---…).
People can’t resist making up explanations for
the origin of words - albeit the facts are fake. In
other words, don’t let mere facts get in the way of
a good story.
Richler’a latest book is Wordplay: Arranged
and Deranged Wit

Music has always been my gift for the soul
Vivian M. Silver

At a recent afternoon concert at the Côte St. Luc
Library, entitled ”Jeux de mains”, two gifted
pianists, Brigitte Poulin and Jean Marchand,
played a delightful repertoire that ranged from
Mozart to Stravinsky.
The joy on people’s faces was palpable. I was a
witness to the effect of the gift of music and how
it transcends the everyday. I also thought how
universal the language of music can be.
My observation reaffirmed the premise of a
book I recently read entitled The Mozart Effect
by Don Campbell that develops the premise of
“tapping the power of music to heal the body,
strengthen the mind, and unlock the creative
spirit”.
I was transported back to my place of birth,
Cairo, Egypt. When I was seven, my mother, a
lover of music, insisted on piano lessons for
me. I had a lovely and patient teacher, Signora
Mariuccia. Always positive and encouraging, she
prepared me not only for my 10th birthday concert,
which I performed for family and friends, but for
a lifetime love of music.
When the Suez War of 1956 erupted, my family
and I, as well as thousands of Jews and others
were exiled from Egypt, never to return.

As a young immigrant in Canada, adapting to
my new country, language, and winter conditions,
piano lessons took a back seat. Studies, marriage,
children, and a career took over.
Years later, on a visit to my eldest son in the
U.S., I noticed that my grandson, Matthew, had a
keyboard in his room. Hesitantly, I began to play
one of the very early tunes I remembered, Für
Elise. He exclaimed: “Bubbie, I didn’t know you
could play.” I then recounted to him the chapter
of my early life. I promised that the next time I
visited, my repertoire would expand.
Back home in Montreal, on a sunny day in
March, as I was walking along Sherbrooke, I came
across a large sign that said Westmount Piano
Studio. Destiny was calling. I decided to check
it out. On that very day I was lucky to meet the
director and teacher herself, Pamela Korman.
Yes, she reassured me, she did teach adults. Yes,
she was familiar with the method of Do, Re, Mi,
and yes, she had a place on Monday afternoons
when my early training would be assessed and
decide on the best method of working together.
That was 13 years ago. My piano lessons have
helped me cope with retiring from a teaching
career of 45 years. Pamela is not only a gifted
piano player but gifted at teaching. She is exigent
but patient. The method she has adopted when it
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comes to deciding on the piece I will study, works
for me. At the beginning of the season, she will
play a couple of pieces she thinks are at my level,
but present some challenge.
The one that speaks to my heart is the one we
will work on together. Right now, it is Rimsky
Korsakov’s A Song of India –a beautiful and
evocative piece.
The Piano Studio has been a wonderful place to
meet other adult piano and guitar students. We
support and encourage each other and delight in
our respective progress. Twice a year, we have the
chance to do so. In December, we have an “inhouse” recital when we play for one another. In
June, there is an annual recital when family and
friends are invited to attend. We then proudly
share our accomplishment and publicly thank
our wonderful teacher.
So, at this particular piano concert, on a rainy
and dull November day, my heart was filled with
gratitude — For my late parents who bought my
first piano and paid for my lessons until I was 15,
to my first teacher who never gave up on me, to
my late in-laws who offered me a piano as a gift
after the birth of my first son, to my husband, my
sons, and my family who are my best audience,
and lastly to Pamela to whom I often say “Thank
you for bringing music back to my life.”

Generations
Natalie
Bercovici

It all began for Generations Foundation
with people who shared their expertise, their
life’s work. It took a team of people to build
the foundation. We began with a lawyer, a
notary, philanthropists, financial advisors,
entrepreneurs, and human resource specialists.
We continue to enjoy the services of volunteers
from all sectors.
Board members, who are all volunteers, are
special. At times they get very little notice and
they come to do whatever is needed. They spend
countless hours managing and participating in
fundraising events such as our Children’s Holiday
Event and the Scotiabank Run/Walk Event as
well as gala and breakfast events.
Volunteers want to help. They will sit on
committees or they will come in and help stock
the shelves. We are so happy there are people
like this who generously share their time and
their treasures.
Recently, Jason Gannon brought a fundraiser,
24 Hour Row to fruition whereby students who
received pledges rowed 24 hours in succession
and the proceeds went to Generations Foundation
for our food programs.

In another program every
year we invite student
volunteers from private
schools who partner with The
Youth Philanthropy Initiative.
The Youth Philanthropy
Initiative inspires and
encourages secondary students
to open their eyes to their
communities.
This project adds to
their social and emotional
development and demonstrates
youth involvement in
philanthropic decisionmaking. This is rewarding
both for students and for Generations. On
the student level, Westmount High School
Leadership students manage a daily breakfast
on behalf of Generations Foundation for their
students.
Volunteers are needed at some of our schools
to help in activities with students chosen by the
various school administrations.
Teachers are key in targeting what is needed,
such as school supplies, books, holiday gifts, and
trips. The busiest times are in October, November
and December when volunteers are needed
for our toy and food readiness. Volunteers are
needed during the holiday season to prepare for
storing and wrapping of gifts and organizing
food baskets for families who need it.

Photo: Commission Scolaire de Montréal

Volunteers play vital roles across the board at Generations

Teacher Fatima made sure all her pupils
got Christmas gifts from Generations

Visit generationsfoundation.com
charity@generationsfoundation.com
514-933-8585

Chesed Shel Emes
FUNERAL HOME

Providing affordable burials, for the Jewish community,
for more than 50 years.

514-273-3211
935 Beaumont, Montreal

www.jewishfuneral.ca • yaakov@jewishfuneral.ca

“Hearing well
changes everything?”
DID YOU KNOW?
Hearing may begin declining as early as age 40. By 65, 1 out of 3 people has trouble hearing.
This number increases to 1 out of 2 individuals aged 75 and over. Hearing loss due to aging is
a perfectly normal process and does not necessarily indicate declining health.
Hearing screening is a fast and simple first step towards better hearing.

Get a free hearing screening
Offer valid until November 1st, 2020

Make an appointment

1-888-696-2644

The largest network of audioprosthetists in Quebec • www.groupeforget.com
theseniortimes.com
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GERDY’S PET PARADE

brought to you by Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions

Pet cuddling can be fun and therapeutic for residents

Ruth Block cuddling Rufus

She would constantly tell me
what to do with Rufus or let me
know of any trouble he was getting into, with her eyes and her
hand gestures.
I’m sorry I never thought to
take a picture of her with Rufus
on her lap.
All this is to say that petting an
animal can be very comforting to
residents, whether they had pets
in their lives or not. Make sure to
watch those little dogs who don’t
Presenting Oscar and Lily!
like being kissed. Stay close and
These
siblings were feral and taken care of through
enjoy as you watch the love-in —
the Trap and Neuter program at the SPCA in
even if it’s one sided!
— Barbara Moser 2018. They are 1½, domesticated to the level that
they know their names, communicate with the
children 12+, a family with a flexible schedule and household cats, play with their toys, and love to
a fenced yard so Sparky can get out every few hours be petted. Their curiosity is helping them adapt
and hone his housetraining skills. No swimming to life indoors and they will remain indoor cats.
pools unless securely fenced separately. Sparky is They need to remain together with patient people
(no children) who will give them time to adjust.
neutered, vaccinated, and just had a full dentistry.
They are gentle and playful and will bring incredDahlia needs a loving home ible joy to their new home. Looking for double
the love? info@gerdysrescue.org

I try to bring my chihuahua
Rufus to Westhill Residence,
where my mother-in-law Ruth
lives, as often as I can.
He is not the most affectionate dog in town but when he is
placed on a senior’s lap, he stays
put and endures all the petting
and attention he gets.
His favourite resident (or he
was her favourite), died not long
ago, and whenever I bring him I
think of her and how she loved
him.
Her name was Guilia Angelini
and she spoke Italian to all of us,
including Rufus.

after her ordeal

Sparky dodged the bullet

After a raid at a hoarding situation, Sparky was
rescued before heading to a “highkill shelter”
with 11 other dogs.
He is estimated to be about 4 years old, and he
weighs 20 lbs. So far what we know about him is
that he is a gentle, sweet boy who loves humans.
His two-tone colouring and his innocent face are
“to die for”. He has been an angel at the vet during
his examinations and during his recent neutering
and dentistry. He likes everyone he meets, loves to
go for walks and so far is not reactive to dogs or
cats that he has encountered at the vet clinic.
Sparky seems to be housetrained, he does his
business outdoors, but has been doing some marking (as he was never neutered until this week), and
we expect that to stop with time.
As we have no history on Sparky we recommend

This five-pound kitty cat is 12 and was given up
because the new landlord refused to allow cats.
Dahlia had lived her entire life in a quiet environment and now being ripped from all she knows,
she is petrified. At Gerdy’s foster’s home, Dahlia
moved into the cupboard over the fridge and
refused to come out. At night, when there was no
sign of life, poor Dahlia would emerge from her
cave to eat and to use the kitty litter box.
After several weeks of this behaviour with only
very slight attempts to come out during the day,
the volunteer felt that Dahlia would do better elsewhere. In the next foster home, Dahlia found the
cupboard… guess where? Yes, over the fridge, only
this time she didn’t come out for two days. Fearing that she would become ill, she was brought to
the vet and remained under observation. The techs
now report that she is now eating during the day
and even accepting treats. It will be a long journey
for Dahlia. She has to get over her fear and learn to
trust that she won’t be abandoned.
Please inquire only through our website or by
email : info@gerdysrescue.org
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Wilbur needs a good home

Wilbur had a rough start to life but he’s now
ready for a forever home. He is extremely cuddly,
affectionate and loves to snuggle. Wilbur is very
gentle and has a calm disposition. His ideal home
would have no other pets. He is 3 or 4 years old,
sterilized and vaccinated.
Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions
www.facebook.com/gerdysrescue/posts/
2927269473983235

Do you know a
deserving child?

Segal Centre’s 11th annual musical fundraiser
Sun. March 29, 2 & 7pm, The Segal Centre
presents The Billy Joel Experience directed by
Artistic and Executive Director, Lisa Rubin, with
musical direction by Floydd Ricketts.
Thanks to ticket buyers and donors, The Segal
brings arts education to the next generation,

Here at Sun Youth
Nicolas Carpentier

makes theatre accessible to all, and creates
productions that inspire.
This fundraiser is a way to encourage new
audiences to experience the magic of live theatre.
5170 Côte-Sainte-Catherine Rd.
$45 at the Box Office at 514-739-7944

Photo: Sun Youth Organization

Looking for
volunteer
listeners

A happy new bike recipient from 2017

For the 35 consecutive year, Sun Youth will
distribute new bikes to deserving children on
behalf of the late Avi Morrow.
The bicycles will be given to youth whose
actions have had a positive impact on their
community or who have shown extraordinary
courage when facing exceptional circumstances.
Mr. Bike Man, the anonymous donor behind this
distribution, died last year. It was revealed that
he was businessman and philanthropist Avrum
(Avi) Morrow.
How to proceed: Do you know a young Montrealer between 4 and 17 who did something that
deserves to be highlighted and rewarded with a
new bike, a safety helmet and a bike lock? If so,
send, in writing, the following information:
the child’s name, age, a little about family
background, and what this young person
did that is noteworthy. Don’t forget your
name and phone so we can contact you for
further information.
Please send all submissions:
• by mail to: Sun Youth Selection Committee for the Avi Morrow Bicycle Giveaway, 6700
du Parc, Suite 100, Montreal, QC, H2V 4H9
• by fax: 514-842-5241
• by email: bicyclettebike@sunyouthorg.com
• directly on our website: use the application at sunyouthorg.com/services/bicycle-distribution
Names of candidates can be submitted no
later than March 15.
The young heroes will be honored in a ceremony at Sun Youth in late May. This ceremony will also mark the birthday of Avi Morrow
who would have turned 95 this year.
To maintain its commitment of sharing
ANDREI STANICA
and caring in 2020, Sun Youth counts on your
Executive director
generosity. For details on how you can help
and to access our secure online donation
form, visit sunyouthorg.com
th

AT THE HERRON
RESIDENCE, WE HAVE OUR
RESIDENTS AT HEART!
“The CHSLD Herron is a safe and
stimulating environment designed
to help its residents maintain and
improve their self-sufficiency.
It’s also a “home” in a collective
residence, where a professional
team takes the lead to create a
cosy family atmosphere. First and
foremost we focus on excellence,
so all our residents can enjoy the
best quality of life.”

514 631-7288

residenceherron.com | info@chsldherron.com
2400 Herron Road Dorval, Quebec H9S 5W3
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Mexico City — immensely walkable, safe, clean,

History Museum

Times and Places
Barbara Moser
Mexico City, Jan. 1, 2020 — This is a fabulous
city, full of amazing architecture, clean, safe
streets, and friendly people. It’s got a bad rap
for safety and while that may have been a problem years ago, it certainly isn’t the case now.
We both felt safe in Mexico City.
The area where we stayed from Dec. 25 to Jan.
1 is called Zona Rosa and our hotel the Maria
Cristina was at 31 Rio Lerma, a street that runs
parallel to Passeo de la Reforma, which leads to
the Centro Historico, about a 45 minute walk, in
one direction and to the Museo Anthropologico,
the History Museum, and the Modern Art Museum, in the other direction — all worth seeing.
There are hundreds of museums and galleries
in this city so you shouldn’t try to see them all.
The art scene is dominated by the great Diego
Rivera and the love of his life, Frida Kahlo and
their many contemporaries. There is also a lively
contemporary art scene.
It’s best to plan your days around only one or
two museums a day in the same area of town.
The Centro Historica is mind-boggling but aim
for the Palacio des Belles Artes where Rivera’s
murals are housed in a museum on the top floors.
We didn’t make it to the Palacio National where
there are more murals but if you’re in the Centro
Historico, we encourage you to visit on the same day.
Along El Passeo de la Reforma are hundreds

of artisan stalls under small white tents. Don’t
go through them on your way to any museum
or site. You’ll waste too much time and energy,
which you will need for the museums.
Hamburgo Street, in Zona Rosa, our neighbourhood, is a treat, literally and metaphorically,
full of eateries and cafés with pedestrian walkways
leading off in every direction. At 126 Hamburgo,
we discovered Bukovski’s Bar in a massive twostorey bookstore featuring thousands of books
in Spanish and English, all of them covered in
plastic wrap — no reading while you eat in this
restaurant, which is part of the bookstore. They
feature jazz at night.
Our hotel was perfectly situated, just one street
over from the Passeo de la Reforma. It’s colonial
in style, somewhat renovated but mostly oldfashioned with well appointed cosy rooms and
a restaurant off the lobby serving a substantial
breakfast to order, included in our price of $95US
per night.
Now a word or two on museums: They are
somewhat difficult to get to and you often have to
go through parks and long paths before you get
to the entrance. This was the case for the History
Museum and the Museo Nacional de Antropologica. Both are on different sides of El Passeo de la
Reforma in an area called Bosque de Chapultepec.
Any decent guide book is a must when exploring
Mexico City, especially the various neighbourhoods. The problem with the guide book is that
the maps are so small and you may think you can
walk to a destination but you might be walking

Anthropology museums features artifacts too numerous for a one-day-visit
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for miles through parks. Best to keep to the El
Passeo. If you have to choose one museum, make
it the Anthropology Museum. It’s massive and
spectacular so go when you’re at your maximum
energy level, say after breakfast and if you have
“walking issues,” take a cab from your hotel. The
museum is housed in several buildings all facing
a courtyard in which there is a huge waterfall, the
kind that children normally like to play in. You
will definitely get lost but you will see artifacts the
likes of which you have never seen. Our method
was to go where the crowds did not go and read
only some of the explanations of the eras of Mexican history. There are just a few places to sit and
relax but by the time we made it out of there, we
were exhausted. And we had made the mistake of
going on a Sunday, when it is free for Mexicans.
For us, the cost was only $5 each but the lines!!
Come to think of it, everywhere there were line
ups and then once you get inside, more line ups!
I did meet some interesting people in line,
including a family of five from India.
I have never seen so much art in my life and I’ve
seen art! I’ve also never seen as many people all
out to enjoy the culture of their city and country.
There were many families at the Anthropology
museum with very young children and I wondered
what they could possibly retain. I will retain the
experience but the details, not so much.
On getting around town, the simplest way
seems to be by metro — although we avoided it
and walked instead. You can buy a pass in any
metro station and with it, travel on buses or

Painting by Frida Kahlo

perfect weather, and wonderful museums

Spectacular architecture along the route to the museums

metros to almost any area. There are taxis and
they are safe but agree on the price before you
step in and ask them to use the meter. Otherwise
you have to know the approximate price.
Your hotel will order taxis for you but these are
much more expensive and the cars fancier. Not
for us!
One street down from our hotel on the corner
is the Casa de Toño, a delightful family style but
crazy-busy place where you order small portions
of all manner of tortilla toppings such as cheese,
meat, veggies, sauces, guacamole, as the waiters
literally run by your table. You might have to wait
a bit outside, but the weather is always perfect so
that shouldn’t be a problem. The prices are very
low. What a deal!
One day we walked to the neighbourhood
of Coyoacàn, about five kilometers north of
our hotel, where we tried to get into Frida Kalho’s blue house and quickly realized we should
have booked online. We walked a few blocks to
our other destination, the Museo Casa de Leon
Trotsky, the museum/house of Leon Trotsky, full

So much to see. Just follow the signs.

Chinatown in Mexico City’s Centro Historico

of amazing photos of his tragic life and the heartbreaking history of this man’s flight to safety in
Mexico, after losing family members to the Stalin
purge, and where he was killed in 1940 by an icepick wielding “friend” in the study of the house.
He was invited to Mexico by the government and
Diego Rivera and Frida Kalho invited him and his
wife to live with them, until things got uncomfortable when he and Frida had an affair. You can
walk through the outside garden where he tended
to chickens and see his tomb, containing his ashes
and engraved with a hammer and sickle.
Postscript written at the end of our trip in February: Mexico City was our favourite destination
this year. Lots to see, easy walking, authentic,
much to discover, variety in neighbourhoods,
good food, good people, excellent museums.
Of all the places we visited this second year including San Cristóbal de Las Casas in Chiapas,
Palenque, Chichén Itzà, Mérida, Campeche,
Tulum, and Playa del Carmen, this was the
destination we most loved and will definitely
visit again.

On the grounds of the Museum of Modern Art

Monument at Leon Trotsky’s grave

In Coyoacan’s Zocalo (square)
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Three sisters
residents
Laval

As a family, we created
Les Résidences Soleil in order
to meet the needs of our parents.
Since then, the Soleil family
has continued to grow.
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Thank you for trusting us over the last
30 years, generation after generation,
and for contributing to the success
of this well-loved Quebec institution.
Together, we are a beautiful, extended family.
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Visits every day!
1 800 363-0663 • residencessoleil.ca
fulfilling
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